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³%$//2210$'1(66´ 
POLITICS, PUBLIC ENTERTAINMENT, THE TRANSATLANTIC 
SCIENCE OF FLIGHT, AND LATE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 
AMERICA 
 
In this wild, romatic Age, 
What fantastic Whims engage! 
High and low and old and young. 
All with balloon Madness stung! 
The Carrier RIWKH$PHULFDQ+HUDOG¶V&RQJUDWXODWLRQWRKLV&XVWRPHUV (1785) 
 
During the early summer of 1789, the arrival in the United States of a British-born 
mechanic called Joseph Deeker prompted the publication of a broadside in New York. 
'HFODULQJ WKDW 'HHNHU ³is perfectly acquainted with the nature and construction of 
$,5%$//2216´WKHEURDGVLGHWKHQZHQWRQWRDQQRXQFHWKDW³$VWKHQRYHOW\RI
an exhibition of this nature may afford some amusement to the Public, at the request 
of a number of respectable characters in this city, he proposes to open a 
SUBSCRIPTION for supplying the materials necessary for constructing and filling 
one of twenty-five feet diameter´1 'HVSLWH WKH DQRQ\PRXV DXWKRU¶V IDLWK LQ WKH
generosity, and curiosity, of the American public, howHYHU'HHNHU¶VYLVLWWRWKHQHZ
republic was not universally welcomed. In late July, for example, an exasperated 
citizen of Pennsylvania wrote a letter to the )UHHPDQ¶V-RXUQDO which addressed itself 
³7R WKH $LU-%DOORRQ 0DNHU´ ³&RQIRXQG \RX DQG \RXU EDOORoning ± had you built 
such a thing and gone off in it to Nova-Scotia, Rhode Island, or to old nick, it would 
QRW VLJQLI\ VL[SHQFH WR PH´ WKH DXWKRU FRPSODLQHG ³EXW \RX DUH VR IXOO RI \RXU
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invention, that nothing less than the public papers must give information of your 
LQWHQGHG IOLJKW E\ ZKLFK \RX KDYH VHW P\ ZKROH KRXVH LQ FRQIXVLRQ´2 Although 
clearly shot through with comic hyperbole (the author goes on to describe how he lost 
his wife after she built her own balloon and disappeared into the heavens), this essay 
in the )UHHPDQ¶V-RXUQDO is nonetheless making a very serious point. Ballooning in 
late eighteenth century America was not only hugely popular and much discussed, it 
was also a source of persistent anxiety.  
 
Thus when an anonymous correspondent wrote to The Salem Gazette about an 
³DHURVWDWLFN EDOORRQ´ KH KDG VHHQ RQ GLVSOD\ LQ 0DU\ODQG LW ZDV ZLWK D PL[WXUH RI
RSWLPLVPDQGWUHSLGDWLRQ³,DPSOHDVHGLQUHIOHFWLQJKRZPXFKRXUFRXQWU\PHQKDYH
done to improve the various branches of science, and doubt not our being as much 
distinguished for works of genius in times of peace, as our patriot army have been for 
WKHLU VXFFHVV DQG VXIIHULQJV GXULQJ WKH ZDU´ WKH FRUUHVSRQGHQW HQWKXVHG EHIRUH
UDWKHUDSSUHKHQVLYHO\QRWLQJRIWKHEDOORRQLWVHOIWKDW³6R novel an appearance had an 
RGGHIIHFWRQWKHµJD]LQJPXOWLWXGH¶± Silent admiration ± the stare of surprise ± the 
grin of ignorance ± and a wild tumultuous joy ± sufficiently indicated that all were 
pleasingly disappointed´3 The Pennsylvania-born diplomat Jonathan Williams, Jr., 
meanwhile, expressed a similar ambivalence in his account of those carrying out the 
³ODWH$HURVWDWLF([SHULPHQWV´:ULWLQJWRKLVJUHDWXQFOH%HQMDPLQ)UDQNOLQLQ0D\
 :LOOLDPV -U FHOHEUDWHG WKH IDFW WKDW ³QRZ WKH 6DIHW\ of the navigation is 
GHPRQVWUDWHG´RQO\WRFRQFOXGH³,WKLQNLWYHU\PXFKWREHUHJUHWWHGWKDWWKLV3XUVXLW
KDVEHHQXQGHUWDNHQE\VRPDQ\LJQRUDQW$GYHQWXUHUV«,WVHHPVWRKDYHVKXW WKH
Door against men of Science, for Balloons and Aerial Travellers are now on a footing 
ZLWK5DUHVKRZVDQG5RSHGDQFHUV´4 The public interest in ballooning, as both these 
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writers suggest, had changed it into a form of spectacle, enlarging its remit from 
education to entertainment, and pushing it beyond the realm of scientific investigation 
into the hands of a rapidly commercializing, increasingly mercurial urban populace. 
,QGHHG WKH ³EDOORRQ 0DGQHVV´ DV P\ HSLJUDSK IURP WKH American Herald calls it, 
ZDVDQKLVWRULFDOHSLVRGHLQZKLFKRQHRIWKHSXEOLF¶VSULPDU\FRQFHUQVZas with its 
own capacity to be infatuated, dissatisfied and misled.5 
 
 Thus the story of ballooning in America connects with the trend toward 
popular validation which recent scholarship has identified as a key component of 
eighteenth-century science. BuildLQJ RQ 6LPRQ 6FKDIIHU¶V VHPLQDO  DUWLFOH
³1DWXUDO3KLORVRSK\DQG3XEOLF6SHFWDFOHLQWKH(LJKWHHQWK&HQWXU\´KLVWRULDQVVXFK
as Jan Golinski, Larry Stewart, Geoffrey Sutton, James Delbourgo, and Michael R. 
Lynn, working across a range of national contexts, have all noted how the scientific 
discourses of the Enlightenment were produced, to one degree or another, within a 
social framework.6 Discussing the development of chemistry in Britain, Golinski, for 
example, emphasizes the complex and increasingly problematic relationship between 
natural philosophers and those they sought to inform. ³%HFDXVH RI WKH FORVH
relationship between scientific practice and the forms of public life,´ he observHV³the 
development of chemistry was shaped by dramatic changes in the constitution of civic 
culture at thH HQG RI WKH HLJKWHHQWK FHQWXU\ « Arguments about methods of 
reasoning, about the use of certain instruments, and about the situation of audiences in 
UHODWLRQ WR H[SHULPHQWV ZHUH DOO LQWHUFRQQHFWHG´7 And the same might be said of 
ballooning. Far from being obscure or laboratory-bound, the science of flight is 
perhaps most accurately positioned at the centre of a series of interrelated arguments, 
events, and objects, which ran the gamut from technical pamphlets and public 
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experiments to laudatory poems and satirical stories, political debates and private 
letters to clothing designs and fashionable novelties. These multiple responses to 
human flight in fact testify to the ongoing dependence between technological progress 
and popular utility in the eighteenth century ± a dependence which generated the 
kinds of epistemological friction that historians such as Joyce Appleby, Gordon S. 
:RRG DQG &KULVWRSKHU *UDVVR KDYH DOO LGHQWLILHG ZLWKLQ 5HYROXWLRQDU\ $PHULFD¶V
changing socio-political order.8 As Michael R. Lynn has suggested, albeit in relation 
to FranceEDOORRQLQJUHSUHVHQWV³RQHRIWKHILUVWH[DPSOHV«RIDWUXO\PDVVFXOWXUH´
± no other Enlightenment phenomena connected quite so directly with the aspirations 
of an oQO\ UHFHQWO\ HPSRZHUHG SXEOLF ³3HRSOH FRXOG DFTXLUH FXOWXUDO FDSLWDO IURP
knowledge of balloons, from possession of aeronautic goods, or even from simply 
DWWHQGLQJEDOORRQODXQFKHV«:LWKWKHDGYHQWRIEDOORRQLQJSRSXODUVFLHQFHVRDUHG
to new heights, literally and figuratively, and established itself as a crucial component 
of eighteenth-FHQWXU\XUEDQOLIH´9 
 
The capacity of ballooning to glide through so many different discourses as 
³V\PEROVLPLOHDQGPHWDSKRU´LQWKHZRUGVRI5LFKDUG3+DOOLRQFonfirms that, as 
significant as it may or may not have been scientifically, ballooning had a larger 
importance as a catalyst for the more general apprehensions and ambitions of the 
period.10 ,QIDFW WKHH[WUHPLW\DQGDPELJXLW\RI WKHSXEOLF¶V UHVSRQVH WRballooning 
was in many ways a reflection of the tension between the two ruling ideologies of the 
post-Revolutionary era, both of which pivoted on the idea of progress. To put it rather 
crudely, the classical republican world-view which lingered into the late eighteenth 
century tended to understand history in cyclical terms which emphasized the threat of 
national decline, while the economic-liberal world-view which was increasingly 
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gaining purchase during these years tended to understand history in linear terms 
which emphasized the promise of national growth.11 As Samuel Miller astutely 
recognized in his reflections on American politics in A Brief Retrospect of the 
Eighteenth Century ³1RWKLQJ LVPRUHFRPPRQ WKDQ WRKHDUPHQH[SUHVVDQ
opinion, that the country and the period in which their lot is cast are more awfully 
degenerate, or more extensively enlightened, according to the occurrence, or the 
REMHFWZKLFKKDSSHQVWRRFFXS\WKHLUPLQGVWKDQWKHZRUOGHYHUEHIRUHZLWQHVVHG´12 
Whether their attitude was positive or negative, however, commentators on both sides 
of the political divide could agree that ballooning was a revealing emblem of the 
social upheaval that was transforming American life in the wake of independence. 
 
 Indeed, my claim that balloRQLQJFDQEHXVHGWRUHSUHVHQW$PHULFD¶VYRODWLOH
experience of modernity is not simply the result of historical retrospection. In 
³1DWXUH´  IRU H[DPSOH 5DOSK :DOGR (PHUVRQ VDOXWHG EDOORRQLQJ DV DQ
important exemplar of the post-Revolutionary Zeitgeist ³:H DQWLFLSDWH D QHZ HUD
IURPWKHLQYHQWLRQRIDORFRPRWLYHRUDEDOORRQ´KHZURWH³>,@WLVDV\PERORIRXU
modern aims and endeavors, - RIRXUFRQGHQVDWLRQDQGDFFHOHUDWLRQRIREMHFWV´13 As 
Emerson well knew, the combination of daring and unpredictability that characterized 
early balloon experiments was not just restricted to these ventures. Ballooning kindled 
the same sense of heroic risk and disquieting instability that lay at the core of 
$PHULFD¶VEXUJHRQLQJFRQVXPHUVRFLHW\DQHZILQDQFLDODnd cultural order that often 
seemed to be based on nothing more than hot air. To borrow some words Emerson 
wrote in 1842:  
The sturdy capitalist, no matter how deep and square on blocks of Quincy 
granite he lays the foundation of his banking-house or Exchange, must set it, at 
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last, not on a cube corresponding to the angles of his structure, but on a mass of 
XQNQRZQ PDWHULDOV DQG VROLGLW\ « ZKLFK URXQGV RII WR DOPRVW SHUIHFW
sphericity, and lies floating in soft air, and goes spinning away, dragging bank 
and banker with it at a rate of thousands of miles an hour, he knows not whither. 
And this wild balloon, in which his whole venture is embarked, is a just symbol 
of his whole state and faculty.14 
7KH ILJXUH RI WKH EDOORRQ ZKLFK LV ³XQPDQDJHDEOH DQG IOLHV Dway from the 
DHURQDXW´ VXPPRQHG XS IRU DQWHEHOOXP $PHULFDQV WKH IHDU DQG H[FLWHPHQW RI D
QHZO\ GHPRFUDWLF VRFLHW\ LQ ZKLFK DV $OH[LV GH 7RFTXHYLOOH SXW LW ³WKH H[WUHPH
fluctuations of men, and the impatience of their desires, keep them perpetually on the 
PRYH´15 
 
  In this respect then, /DUU\ 6WHZDUW¶V VXJJHVWLYH DUJXPHQW that during the 
eighteenth century ³QDWXUDO SKLORVRSK\ FRXOG QRW UHPDLQ D QDUURZ DFDGHPLF
intellectual issue or one confined to the miasma of metaphysical speculation; rather it 
refleFWHG PRUH SUHVFLHQW HFRQRPLF DQG VRFLDO WHQVLRQV ZLWKLQ %ULWDLQ´ might be 
effectively extended by investigating how the political and cultural transformations of 
the post-Revolutionary era tested prevailing definitions of scientific knowledge in the 
New World.16 In Curiosity: A Cultural History of Early Modern Inquiry, Barbara 
%HQHGLFW QRWHV WKDW ³VFLHQWLILF RU PHFKDQLFDO LQQRYDWLRQV OLNH WKH KRW-air balloon 
offered, if not an escape to a lunar ideal, at least a global perspective from which man 
seemed nesWOHGZLWKLQDFLYLOL]HGQDWXUHRUDQDWXUDOL]HGFXOWXUH´17 But as Gordon S. 
Wood points out in The Radicalism of the American Revolution, such universal 
perspectives were not without accompanying concerns in the late eighteenth century. 
Indeed, Wood argues that the ethical crisis many post-Revolutionary thinkers read 
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into the spread of capitalism (with its substitution of self-interest for disinterest) was 
PDWFKHGE\DQHYHQPRUHVWDUWOLQJFULVLVLQ$PHULFDQVRFLHW\¶VFRJQLWLYHDVVXPSWLRQV
The consequence RI WKH5HYROXWLRQ¶VZLGH-ranging assault on genteel values, Wood 
QRWHV ³ZDV D GLVSHUVLRQ RI DXWKRULW\ DQG XOWLPDWHO\ D GLIIXVLRQ RI WUXWK LWVHOI WR D
degree the world had never before seen. With every ordinary person being told that 
his ideas and tastes, on everything from medicine to art and government, were as good 
DV LIQRWEHWWHU WKDQ WKRVHRI µFRQQRVLHXUV¶DQG µVSHFXODWLYHPHQ¶ZKRKDGFROOHJH
degrees, it is not surprising that truth and knowledge became elusive and difficult to 
SLQGRZQ´18  
 
Balloons, which floated free from the earth and seemed to have a sense of 
direction all their own, then almost inevitably called to mind this epistemological 
transformation, wherein social authority was wrested away from its civic humanist 
grounding in private property and made vulnerable to the oscillating interests of the 
public at large. Perhaps, the loyalist sympathizer Ann Timothy reflected in 1784, the 
recent war with Britain had been nothing more than the whim of a personified Fancy, 
ZKRKDV³EHHQPXFKDccustomed to sail over the ocean of philosophical hypothesis in 
an Air Balloon >VR@ VKH FDQ HEE DQG IORZ ZLWK WKH WLGH RI SRSXODU RSLQLRQ´19 
Certainly, when read as an emblem of the wider cultural concerns emanating from 
$PHULFD¶V SROLWLFDO UHYROXWLRQ EDOORRQV RIWHQ VHHPHG WR EH IXOO RI WKH ³ZLQG RI
GRFWULQH´VDWLUL]HGLQthe fifth edition of :DVKLQJWRQ,UYLQJ¶VA History of New York 
(1809) ± WKDWKRWDLUZKLFKLQVSLUHGFREEOHUV³WRJLYHOHVVRQVRQSROLWLFDOHFRQRP\´
DQG WDLORUV ³WR FULWLFL]H WKH PHDVXUHV RI JRYHUQPHQW´ $V ,UYLQJ SXW LW LQ KLV
devastating attack on the democratization of knowledge in the first edition³3ORGGLQJ
souls, like myself, who jog along on the two legs nature has given them, are sadly put 
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WR LW«WRWRLO WKURXJK WKHPXGDQGPLUH, and to remove the continual obstructions, 
that abound in the path of science. But your adventurous philosopher launches his 
theory like a balloon, and having inflated it with the smoke and vapours of his own 
heated imagination, mounts it in triumph, and soars away to his congenial regions in 
WKHPRRQ´ 20 
 
Moreover, as this irresistibly vivid imagery might suggest, the discourse 
surrounding human flight not only offers an insight into the connection between 
science and its social context, it also tells us something important about the 
construction and contingency of scientific language. Rejecting the assumption that 
scientific texts are neutral and unmediated representations of an empirical practice, 
numerous historians over the last two decades have emphasized the degree to which 
such texts are shaped by the demands of communicating with or appealing to an 
audience (whether this audience is composed of other natural philosophers or the 
public at large).21 To quote just one of these historians, Geoffrey Cantor:  
Scientific narratives in general and experimental reports in particular are 
rhetorical, in the accepted sense of the term, since they aim to persuade or 
influence. « (YHU\ VXFFHVVIXO DQG XQVXFFHVVIXO WKHRU\ LQ WKH KLVWRU\ RI
science has had to be argued, sometimes against strenuous opposition. If, as 
many philosophers have claimed, theories are underdetermined, then we need to 
understand how theories come to be accepted by scientists, both individually 
and as a community.22  
Bearing this point in mind, the article which follows could easily have paid closer 
attention to the rhetorical strategies which the practitioners of aerostation used to 
promote and legitimate ballooning. But it is worth emphasizing that human flight, in 
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the eighteenth century at least, is an example of one of those unsuccessful theories 
which Cantor, like many historians of science, relegates to a parenthesis. Thus, I am 
rather more interested in how the case against ballooning was made and what happens 
to an empirical practice when it exceeds the bounds of scientific decorum. Texts like 
the one by Washington Irving, I would suggest, are revealing precisely because they 
display a linguistic motility which can help to delegitimize emergent technologies. In 
this regard, the examination of ballooning in America offers a useful corrective to 
those studies which consider the interface between natural philosophers and the public 
ODUJHO\IURPWKHSHUVSHFWLYHRIWKHIRUPHU-DQ*ROLQVNL¶VDUJXPHQWWKDWDQDZDUHQHVV
of the rhetoric of eighteenth-FHQWXU\ FKHPLVWU\ ³RIIHUV D UDWLRQDOH IRU HPSLULFDO
studies of the ways in which audiences are constructed and transformed in changing 
KLVWRULFDO FRQWH[WV´ IRU H[DPSOH SRVLWLRQV WKLV DXGLHQFH DV HVVHQWLDOO\ SDVVLYH 
whereas in the case of ballooning it is more obviously the public who have the upper 
hand in shaping the terms of the debate.23 The complex interrelationship between 
experimental endeavor, communal spectacle, and political rhetoric which is visible 
WKURXJKWKH³EDOORRQ0DGQHVV´ tells us much, in short, about the intellectual ferment 
which both prefigured and prompted the emergence of scientific disciplinarity in the 
nineteenth century. The fact that the public played such a prominent role in the debate 
over ballooning can perhaps be attributed to the peculiarly democratic culture of the 
United States but, it should be added, this cultural egalitarianism has ironically led the 
subject of science to be largely neglected among historians of the Revolutionary 
period. As James Delbourgo notes in his exemplary account of electricity in 
eighteenth-century America, ³LQVKDUSFRQWUDVWWRHDUO\PRGHUQ(XURSHDQ«VWXGLHV
early American history all but ignores the concept of the Enlightenment. The very 
notion seems elitist, socially irrelevant, anachronistic, and Eurocentric. The result is 
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WKDWZHKDYHQRFXOWXUDOKLVWRU\RIVFLHQFHDQGHQOLJKWHQPHQWLQ$PHULFD´ Building 
RQ'HOERXUJR¶VRZQVXJJHVWLRQ WKDW³$PHULFDQ VFLHQFH FDPH WR OLIH DVDFXOWXUHRI
experimental performance in a commercial public sphere spanning the Atlantic 
2FHDQ´WKLVDUWLFOHis a tentative attempt to address that absence.24 
 
I. 
 
 7KH³EDOORRQ0DGQHVV´EHJDQWRWDNHKROGLQWKH8QLWHG6WDWHVLQ-XQH
when news crossed the Atlantic that the French inventors Joseph and Jacques-Étienne 
Montgolfier had successfully launched a balloon containing a duck, a sheep and a 
cock at Versailles.25 This initial experiment then led swiftly to the first manned 
balloon flight on 21 November, as a Montgolfier construction carrying Pilatre de 
RozLHUDQGWKH0DUTXLVG¶$UODQGHVVHWRIIIURPWKH.LQJ¶VKXQWLQJORGJHLQWKH%RLV
de Boulogne in front of a crowd of thousands. Amongst those present at these early 
ascensions were numerous Americans, including Benjamin Franklin and John Quincy 
Adams, and their letters home soon inspired their fellow countrymen to try their hand 
at making balloons.26 In May 1784, for example, Francis Hopkinson reported to 
)UDQNOLQIURP3KLODGHOSKLDWKDW³ZHKDYHEHHQGLYHUWLQJRXUVHOYHVZLWKUDLVLQJ3DSHU
Balloons by means of burnt Straw ± WRWKHJUHDW$VWRQLVKPHQWRIWKH3RSXODFH´DQG
by the next month Dr John Foulke was offering public lectures on the science of 
EDOORRQLQJWRDXGLHQFHVLQWKHQDWLRQ¶VFDSLWDO27 Meanwhile, an attempt by a wealthy 
Baltimore land-owner, Peter Carnes, to stage the first manned flight on American soil 
in June 1784, further heightened public interest in the United States. Moreover, 
&DUQHV¶ HQGHDYRU DOVR JDYH QRWLFH RI WKH PL[WXUH RI FRPPHUFLDO VKRZPDQVKLS DQG
practical deficiency that would be the hallmark of the fashion for ballooning over the 
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next two decades. Carnes bombarded the press with promotional notices and 
vigorously sought financial assistance; but when he attempted to ascend from the yard 
RI 3KLODGHOSKLD¶V 1HZ :RUN +RXVH RQ -XO\  the balloon struck the prison wall, 
throwing Carnes clear only minutes before it caught fire and exploded.28 Nonetheless, 
VXFKPLVKDSVGRQ¶WVHHPWRKDYHSXWRIIRWKHUDVSLULQJDHURQDXWV)LYH\HDUVODWHUIRU
example, Joseph Deeker (whose experiment ended PXFKDV&DUQHV¶GLGFDQEHIRXQG
fostering support for his intended flight in a very similar way. 
 
 In fact, the enthusiasm which ballooning continued to arouse in the public 
RIWHQ VHHPHG WR REVHUYHUV WR EH D UHPDUNDEOH SKHQRPHQRQ LQ LWVHOI ³7KH balloon 
influenza UDJHV ZLWK PRUH YLROHQFH WKDQ HYHU´ WKH New-Jersey Gazette noted in 
November 1784, while a correspondent of the New York Packet complained in 1785 
WKDW³,KDYHJRWDEDOORRQZLIH6KHZDVWKHILUVWLQRXUSDULVKWKDWZDVDIIHFWHGZLWK
the balloon mania DQG ZKDW D OLIH , KDYH KDG VLQFH « )RU *RG¶V VDNH PHQWLRQ
[ballooning] no more in your papers, otherwise, I am afraid, we shall have balloon 
EHGODPV LQ HYHU\ SDUW RI WKH FRXQWU\´29 Certain inhabitants of Philadelphia who 
VKRXOG EH ³SDVW WKH WLPH RI OLIH IRU EDOORRQ RU ZKLPVLFDO H[SHULPHQWV´ WKH
Massachusetts Mercury DJUHHG LQ³DUHGDLO\JURZLQJPRUHDQGPRUHILW IRUD
OXQDWLFKRVSLWDO´30 Moreover, the craze for ballooning was not restricted to the shores 
of America.31 ³7KH'XWFKDQG)Oanders mails received at the Post-Office on Saturday, 
state that the Balloon-0DQLD KDV UHDFKHG DV IDU DV &RQVWDQWLQRSOH´ WKH Providence 
Gazette reported in 1785, the same year that a British correspondent to the South-
Carolina Weekly Gazette could be founG EHPRDQLQJ ³KRZ JUHDW DQG SUHYDOHQW WKH
EDOORRQ PDGQHVV LV LQ WKLV LQIDWXDWHG FRXQWU\´32 Wherever its geographic location 
then aeronautic activity seemed to inspire the same reactions. Over and over again, 
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GLVFXVVLRQVRIEDOORRQLQJ¶VXELTXLW\GUHZRQD Oexicon which evoked the capricious 
and potentially fatal power of disease and insanity. Yet while ballooning was often 
regarded as ominous by its critics, for many ordinary citizens it was something more 
along the lines of an unusual pleasure. 
 
 Certainly there seems to have been a strong demand for balloon-related 
material and, as the number of ascensions multiplied and public fascination grew, 
publishers were quick to jump on the bandwagon. The Balloon Almanac, which 
appeared annually between 1787 and 1801, was essentially a run-of-the-mill calendar 
of events and phenomena, but its name, and its engraved frontispiece depicting a 
balloon in flight, were obviously deemed appealing enough to be retained for a decade 
and a half (Fig. 1). Similarly, many plays DQG QRYHOV LQFOXGLQJ )UHGHULFN 3LORQ¶V
$HURVWDWLRQRU7KH7HPSODU¶V6WUDWDJHP (1784), The Aerostatic Spy; or Excursions 
with an Air Balloon (1786), Harlequin Balloonist DQG-DPHV:HVW¶VThe New-
York Balloon; or, A Mogul Tale (1797) also exploited the celebrity of dirigibles 
through their titles. Numerous other plays and novels, meanwhile, from Mercy Otis 
:DUUHQ¶V Sans Souci: Alias Free and Easy  DQG :LOOLDP 'XQODS¶V 'DUE\¶V
Return WR)DQQ\%XUQH\¶VCamilla DQG-RKQ0LQVKXOO¶VHe Stoops to 
Conquer (1804) used balloons as a source for jokes and songs. And, in a rather more 
VHULRXV YHLQ ZLGHO\ UHSULQWHG SRHPV VXFK DV 3KLOLS )UHQHDX¶V ³7KH 3URJUHVV RI
%DOORRQV´  DQG (UDVPXV 'DUZLQ¶V The Botanic Garden (1791) applauded 
human flight as a miracle of scientific enlightenment. 
 
 Perhaps more important, though, at least for those Americans who aspired to 
fly themselves, is the fact that notable journals such as the Boston Magazine and the 
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American Museum published lengthy articles on ballooning, and frequently used these 
articles as a way of imparting technical information to their readership. The Boston 
Magazine, for example, began its discussion of ballooning in February 1784, and 
during the next six months included detailed features on the subject excerpted from 
European journals, as well as eyewitness accounts from Americans resident in France. 
The magazine also commissioned John Norman, one of the leading engravers of the 
period, to produce an illustration of the animals aloft iQWKH0RQWJROILHUV¶ILUVWEDOORRQ
± an illustration which, despite its rather fanciful nature, accurately conveys 
something of the amazement provoked by such ascensions (Fig. 2). Newspapers, 
meanwhile, were also keen to provide their readers with balloon-related material, and 
although their reports lacked the thoroughness of those found in the journals, these 
reports had the advantage of circulating more widely. The edition of the New-York 
Gazetteer for April 1, 1785, for instance, carried a notice from Boston which started 
ZLWKWKHGHFODUDWLRQWKDW³7KHBalloon rage LQFUHDVHVUDSLGO\LQWKLVWRZQ´33 Just a 
day later the Providence Gazette then printed the same report with some minor 
DOWHUDWLRQV DPRQJ WKHP DGGLQJ WKH ZRUG ³YHU\´ EHIRUH WKH ZRUG ³UDSLGO\´ to re-
emphasize the scale of the hysteria). Characteristically for the American press of this 
period, neither newspaper acknowledged that the source for their report was an article 
that had originally appeared in the Independent Ledger on March 28. 
 
 So sWURQJ LQ IDFW ZDV WKH GHPDQG IRU ³EDOORRQ LQWHOOLJHQFH´ DQG VR HDJHU
were publishers to supply it, that literary hoaxes became commonplace. An Account of 
&RXQW'¶$UWRLVDQGKLV)ULHQG¶V3DVVDJHWRWKH0RRQLQD)O\LQJ0DFKLQH&DOOHG
an Air Balloon (1785), despite much technical jargon, was fairly obviously a work of 
the imagination, and made only the most cursory of attempts to reassure its readers 
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DERXWWKHYHUDFLW\RI³DVXEMHFWPDQ\ZLOOWKLQNIDEXORXVRULQFUHGLEOH´34 But other 
hoaxes were rather more convincing. In March 1784, for example, the Pennsylvania 
Packet reprinted a fictitious article from a London newspaper which reported that one 
-RVHSK)DWKRP³DQ$PHULFDQDPDQHXQVLVRIWKHFHOHEUDWHG'U)UDQNOLQ´KDGGLHGLQ
a ballooning accident in France.35 While in May of the same year, an American 
correspondent of the Journal de Paris submitted a false report claiming that Francis 
Hopkinson and David Rittenhouse had sent up a carpenter called James Wilcox in a 
cage attached to forty-seven small balloons.36 
 
 Importantly, the attention paid to France in these articles is not merely 
FRLQFLGHQWDO )RU DW WKH KHDUW RI $PHULFD¶V ³EDOORRQ 0DGQHVV´ GXULQJ WKH ODWH
eighteenth century was a Frenchman: Jean-Pierre Blanchard.37 Born in Normandy in 
1753, Blanchard initially made his name by capitalizing on the success of the 
Montgolfier brothers and launching a series of balloons in and around Paris during 
1784. The first illustration of a balloon to appear in an American newspaper, for 
example, depicted BlancKDUG¶VVHOI-made contraption and accompanied the translation 
of an extract from his Description of a Machine, Proper to be Navigated Through the 
Air (1783).38 %XW SHUKDSV %ODQFKDUG¶V PRVW IDPRXV HDUO\ H[SORLW ZDV D VXFFHVVIXO
flight across the English Channel in January 1785, in the company of the American 
physician John Jeffries. It was this singular feat which effectively sealed the 
)UHQFKPDQ¶VUHSXWDWLRQDVWKHPRVWGDULQJDQGLQQRYDWLYHDHURQDXWRIKLVJHQHUDWLRQ
Thus when Blanchard set sail for the United States in 1792, after being the first to 
ODXQFKEDOORRQVLQDUDQJHRI(XURSHDQFLWLHVKHZDVDOUHDG\XQFRPPRQO\IDPRXV³,
EHJ OHDYH « WR FRQJUDWXODWH WKRVH RI RXU IHOORZ FLWL]HQV ZKR DUH VHQVLEOH RI WKH
dignity of genius, on the honor which this viVLW FRQIHUV XSRQ RXU FRXQWU\´ D
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correspondent to the Federal Gazette HQWKXVHGDIHZGD\VDIWHU%ODQFKDUG¶VDUULYDO³,
hope that Americans will vie with each other in convincing the world that they can 
show a proper regard to a man who has so widely enlarged the sphere of human 
H[SHULPHQWV´39  
 
And indeed, the inhabitants of the New World did strive to outdo one another 
in offering up tributes to their guest. The New York Diary, for instance, compared 
%ODQFKDUG WR DQ ³DQJHO « WKDW UXOHV WKH VSUHDGLQJ VWRUm, / And smiles aloft, a fair 
FHOHVWLDO IRUP´40 And similarly, the anonymous author of The Forty-Fifth Aerial 
Flight of the Universally Celebrated Mr. Blanchard, at Philadelphia (1793), 
compared the Frenchman to various Greek Gods before stating that: 
He often saw kingdoms and states to his feet, 
And millions he left on the earth, 
6WUXFNOLNHIRUPHU,QGLDQVE\&ROXPEXV¶YLVLW 
When thunder of cannons they heard. 
 
What thanks will for Bl------d for ever remain. 
Will not immortal be his name? 
That human can travel through clouds and obtain 
More wisdom in nature and fame.41 
Such doggerel has an air of hyperbole about it, of course. But there was also a genuine 
basis in reality for the feverish adoration which the press assigned to Blanchard. 
Blanchard himself, for example, after successfully carrying out the first manned flight 
in the New World, commented in his journal on the unprecedented excitement that 
JUHHWHG KLV DVFHQW ³$FFXVWRPHG DV , KDYH ORQJ EHHQ WR WKH SRPSRXV VFHQHV RI
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QXPHURXVDVVHPEOLHV´KHQRWHG³\HW,FRXOGQRWKHOSEHLQJVXUSULVHGDQGDVWRQLVKHG
when, elevated at a certain height over the city, I turned my eyes towards the immense 
number of people, which covered the open places, the roofs of the houses, the 
steeples, the streets and the roads. «:KDWDVLJKW´42 The public and the poets alike 
VHHPWRKDYHVKDUHGDSDVVLRQDWHIDVFLQDWLRQIRU%ODQFKDUG¶VHQGHDYRU 
 
 Certainly it was hard for those who were inclined to regard ballooning through 
the teleological lens of the Enlightenment to be critLFDO%ODQFKDUG¶VDVFHQVLRQIURP
WKH\DUGRI3KLODGHOSKLD¶V:DOQXW6WUHHW3ULVRQ LQ-DQXDU\ LQ WKHFRPSDQ\RI
the American impresario Gardiner Baker, appeared to many to herald a new age of 
scientific progress. In this respect, balloons not only represented a technological leap 
forward on their own terms, they were also a significant new way of furthering the 
quest for knowledge in other areas. As Blanchard was careful to emphasize in the 
SURVSHFWXV IRUKLV ILUVW$PHULFDQIOLJKWZKLOHKHZDV³HPSOR\Hd in the direction of 
WKHEDOORRQ´%DNHUZRXOG³PDNHPHWHURORJLFDOREVHUYDWLRQVE\QRWLQJWKHFKDQJHV
observable on the barometer, thermometer, hydrometer, electrometer, and other 
LQVWUXPHQWV ZKLFK ZLOO EH SURSHUO\ GLVSRVHG EHIRUH KLP´43 Indeed, in their basic 
essence, balloon flights were connected with the pioneering research into the 
atmosphere being disseminated through much-GLVFXVVHGWH[WVOLNH+HQU\&DYHQGLVK¶V
³2Q )DFWLWLRXV $LUV´  -RVHSK 3ULHVWOH\¶V Experiments and Observations on 
Different Kinds of Air  DQG $QWRLQH /DYRLVLHU¶V ³0HPRLU RQ &RPEXVWLRQ LQ
*HQHUDO´ 44 As the New-Haven Gazette remarked in 1784: ³0RQV
0RQWJROILHU¶VLQJHQXLW\LVSDUWLFXODUO\REVHUYDEOHLQKLVKDYLQJVXEVWLWXWHGIRUWKH« 
vacuum the gas, or inflammable air, as its specific lightness and elasticity had been 
recently discovered and ascertained by Mr Cavendish, and published by Dr 
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3ULHVWOH\´45 Jean-Pierre Blanchard, meanwhile, in an uncharacteristic moment of 
modesty, confessed in a letter to the Independent Gazetteer WKDW³WKHSURFHVVZKLFK,
SURSRVH WRPDNHXVHRI WR ILOOP\JUHDW%DOORRQZLWK LQIODPPDEOHDLU«LVQRWDQ
invention of my own, but of Doctor Priestly [sic] and Mr Lavoisier ± and I have done 
no more than to bring it to greater perfectioQ´46 Borrowing liberally from 
contemporary scientific developments, balloons offered both a practical way to apply 
the discoveries of early modern chemists and an opportunity to test their hypotheses 
in the higher regions of the atmosphere. 
 
 In his Narrative of the Two Aerial Voyages with Mons. Blanchard (1786), for 
H[DPSOH -RKQ -HIIULHV QRWHV WKDW ³WKH YHU\ LQJHQLRXV DQG SKLORVRSKLFDO 0U
&DYHQGLVK´ KDG VXSSOLHG KLP ZLWK D QXPEHU RI SKLDOV ³WR EH HPSWLHG DW GLIIHUHQW
heights in the atmosphere; and to be afterwards corked up, to bring back samples of 
WKHDLUDWGLIIHUHQWHOHYDWLRQV´$QGPRUHRYHUWKHNarrative itself is full of detailed 
DQDO\VLV RI FRQGLWLRQV LQ WKH XSSHU DWPRVSKHUH EDVHG RQ UHDGLQJV IURP ³a 
Thermometer; a Barometer; one of Nairn and BOXQW¶VSRFNHWElectrometers; [and] an 
Hydrometer.´47 To a twenty-first century reader, of course, such information may 
seem to be of purely academic interest, but importantly, during the eighteenth century, 
it also had a wider significance. For as Jan Golinski has pointed out:  
Climate featured prominently in Enlightenment accounts of national character 
and historical progress that related specific customs and institutions to the 
environmental conditions in which people lived. «6WXGLHVRIDLUDQGLWVHIIHFts 
echoed both the successes and the failures of the enlightenment and thus its 
uneven progress in eighteenth-century society. It is this which makes attitudes 
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toward the weather an index of the often conflicting tendencies of cultural 
change.48 
Given this tendency to read the atmosphere as an indicator of the progress of 
civilization newly emergent scientific technologies then inevitably fed into the debate, 
perhaps most notably via the short-OLYHG ILHOG RI ³HXGLRPHWU\´ Following Joseph 
3ULHVWOH\¶VGHYHORSPHQWRIWKH³QLWURXVDLUWHVW´LQZKLFKZDVGHVLJQHGWRverify 
the breathability of air, the technique was seized on by an Italian physicist, Marsilio 
Landriani, ZKRVHDSSDUDWXVIRUSHUIRUPLQJWKHWHVWWKHHXGLRPHWHU³PHDVXUHRIJRRG
DLU´ LQ *UHHN), became widely used. Implicitly correlating the health of the 
atmosphere with the morality of the public, the eudiometrical surveys of European 
cities which sprang up over the next decade prompted many thinkers to place the 
enhancement of air quality at the heart of their programs for social reform. But, by the 
mid-1780s dispute among its practitioners and the unreliability of the apparatus had 
largely discredited eudiometry.49 
 
Even as this instrument for analysing the air was fading into obscurity, though, 
the balloon was rising to take its place, with the promise of a much closer insight into 
the heavens. Indeed, in America, the possibilities for more detailed atmospheric 
measurement offered by the balloon came at a crucial moment in the debate over the 
cultural effects of climate. For the ex-colonists had recently launched a concerted 
GHIHQFHRIWKHLUQDWLRQLQUHVSRQVHWRWKH&RPWHGH%XIIRQ¶VFODLPWKDWWKHFROGGDPS
weather of the New World led its animal life (among which Native Americans were 
included) to be smaller and weaker than that in Europe.50 In the most famous riposte 
to Buffon, for example, Thomas Jefferson insisted in Notes on the State of Virginia 
 WKDW³$PHULFD UXQQLQJ WKURXJK WKH WRUULGDVZHOODV WKH WHPSHUDWH]RQHKDV
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more heat FROOHFWLYHO\ WDNHQ WKDQ(XURSH«7KH\DUH HTXDOO\HQGRZHG WKHQDV WR
DQLPDOSURGXFWLRQV´But, Jefferson was forced to add, when it came to the issue of 
ZKHWKHU $PHULFD ZDV ³FRPSDUDWLYHO\ PRUH KXPLG´ KH ZDV QRW ³IXUQLVKHG ZLWK
observations sufficient to decide this question.´51 Thus, it is perhaps no surprise that 
when writing to Philip Turpin in the same year Jefferson heaped praise upon the 
balloon for ³WKURZLQJ QHZ OLJKWV RQ WKH WKHUPRPHWHU EDURPHWHU K\JURPHWHU UDLQ
snow, hail, wind & other phenRPHQDRIZKLFKWKH$WPRVSKHUHLVWKHWKHDWUH´52  
 
 Taking note of such possibilities, optimistic commentators could then position 
ballooning as a symbol for the grand intellectual advancements of the age. Thomas 
'REVRQ¶VPRQXPHQWDOEncyclopedia, for example, published in Philadelphia between 
1798 and 1803, featured an engraving of an air balloon in the frontispiece to its first 
volume. Although relatively small, the image of the balloon is nonetheless prominent, 
floating above - and looking down on - a distinguished gathering of renowned 
thinkers as well as a wide array of scientific instruments and artistic accomplishments. 
The suggestion was that ballooning was key to what the Preface to the first volume 
FDOOHG WKH ³SURJUHVV RI SKLORVRSKLFDO UHVHDUFK´ DQd that ± like the other subjects 
treated in the book ± LWV LPSRUWDQFHZRXOGEH³DFNQRZOHGJHGE\HYHU\PDQZKRLV
QRW LPPHUVHG LQ WKH JURVVHVW LJQRUDQFH´ ³7KH SKLORVRSKLFDO XVHV WR ZKLFK WKHVH
PDFKLQHV PD\ EH VXEVHUYLHQW DUH QXPHURXV LQGHHG´ WKH Encyclopedia then 
confirmed in its multi-SDJHHQWU\RQ³$HURVWDWLRQ´³+DUGO\DQ\WKLQJZKLFKSDVVHVLQ
the atmosphere is known with precision, and that principally for want of a method of 
DVFHQGLQJLQWRLW´53 /RXLV6HEDVWLHQ0HUFLHU¶VZLGH-ranging reflections on man and 
his environment in The Night Cap (1788), meanwhile, granted ballooning an equally 
privileged status. The prevalence of stories about human flight in classical mythology, 
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Mercier notes, has often led later thinkers to dismiss aerial ascension as a senseless 
IDQWDV\%XWKHJRHVRQWKHUHFHQWO\LQYHQWHGEDOORRQ³DOUHDG\VRFXULRXVZLOOWHDFK
mankind they should never despair of their powers, that their understanding is given 
to them to dive into all the secrets of nature, and that they may appropriate them for 
WKHLUZDQWV«7KHDVFHQVLRQRI0RQWJROILHU¶VJOREHKDVJLYHQPHDQLGHDRIDQHZ
philosophical system, more rational I think than any of the former, and which explains 
DOOWKHFULWLFDOSRLQWVRIQDWXUH´54 
 
 'HVSLWH 0HUFLHU¶V SODXGLWV KRZHver, it was still the case that, as the Salem 
Gazette SXWLW³VRPHLQGROHQWPLQGVKDUDVVXVZLWKWKHTXHVWLRQTo what does all this 
conduce"´55 7KHSUHIDFHWRWKHILUVWYROXPHRIWKH$PHULFDQ3KLORVRSKLFDO6RFLHW\¶V
Transactions pointedly asserted that: ³.QRZOHGJH LV RI OLWWOH XVH ZKHQ FRQILQHG WR
mere speculation. But when speculative truths are reduced to practice; when theories, 
JURXQGHGXSRQH[SHULPHQWVDUHDSSOLHGWRWKHFRPPRQSXUSRVHVRIOLIHDQGZKHQ«
the increase and happiness of mankind [is] promoted; knowledge then becomes really 
XVHIXO´56 Functional fitness, in other words, was the primary measure of significance 
for new technologies in the late eighteenth century. And for numerous observers, it 
was hard to discern how balloons, in their current condition, could have anything 
other than a limited efficacy. Even a steadfastly confident proponent of the 
(QOLJKWHQPHQW OLNH 6DPXHO 0LOOHU IHOW FRPSHOOHG WR FRQFHGH WKDW ³WKH LQYHQWLRQ RI
balloons, though far-famed and brilliant, cannot be considered as having hitherto 
DGGHGPXFKWRWKHFRPIRUWRUXWLOLW\RIPDQ´57 
 
 6XFK DVVHUWLRQV WKDW ³WKLV VSHFLHV RI QDYLJDWLRQ ODERXUV XQGHU GLIILFXOWLHV
ZKLFK DSSHDU DW SUHVHQW LQVXUPRXQWDEOH´ GLG QRW RI FRXUVH GHWHU WKH PRUH IHUYHQW
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champions of ballooning from stating their belief in its usefulness.58 Louis Sebastien 
Mercier, for example, took time off from celebrating the symbolic importance of 
EDOORRQVWRLQVLVWWKDW³7KLVGLVFRYHU\ZLOOFHUWDLQO\EHRIXWLOLW\RQPDQ\RFFDVLRQV
but was it only a mere curiosity, this assumption would always be a brilliant, and 
EHDXWLIXO H[SHULPHQW´59 If nothing else this was a strategically effective claim: 
balloons were sure to have momentous practical applications in the years to come; 
DQG HYHQ LI WKH\ GLGQ¶W WKH\ ZHUe of use simply because they mirrored the 
inventiveness of the times. Indeed, both these strands of argument were reiterated by 
other defenders of ballooning. Thus Thomas Jefferson, writing to Philip Turpin in 
April 1784, predicted that aerostation had a vital future. In his view, along with 
³WKURZLQJQHZOLJKWVRQ«WKH$WPRVSKHUH´: 
The uses of this discovery are suggested to be 1. transportation of commodities 
under some circumstances. 2. traversing deserts, countries possessed by an 
enemy, or ravaged by infectious disorders, pathless & inaccessible mountains. 
3. conveying intelligence into a beseiged place, or perhaps enterprising on it, 
reconnoitring an army &c. ..WKHGLVFRYHU\RIWKHSROHZKLFKLVEXWRQHGD\¶V
MRXUQH\ LQ D EDOORRQ «  UDLVLQJ ZHights; lightening ships over bars. 7. 
housebreaking, smuggling &c. 
³6RPH RI WKHVH REMHFWV DUH OXGLFURXV´ -HIIHUVRQ DGGHG EXW RWKHUV ZHUH ³VHULRXV
LPSRUWDQW 	 SUREDEOH´60 The Salem Gazette PHDQZKLOH HFKRHG -HIIHUVRQ¶V OLVW RI
potential benefits, pointLQJ RXW WKDW ³WKH SUHVHQW PDFKLQH PD\ WHDFK XV PDQ\ QHZ
FLUFXPVWDQFHVUHODWLYHWRWKHXSSHUUHJLRQVRIWKHDLU´DQGFRXOGDOVREH³DSSOLHGE\
QDYLJDWRUVDQGWUDYHOOHUVWRUHFRQQRLWUHWUDFWVRIFRXQWU\´%XWLWDOVRHPSKDVL]HGWKDW
³DOOSKLORVRSKLFDOIDFWV ZHOOHVWDEOLVKHGDUHRIXVH´EHIRUHFRQFOXGLQJWKDWDVZHOODV
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EHLQJ³XVHGDVDODQGPDUNRUDVDVLJQDO´WKHEDOORRQ³PD\VHUYHLQDQRWKHUZD\DVD
VLJQDOWRDQLPDWHDPELWLRQDQGVFLHQFHDQGVSUHDGDGHVLUHRINQRZOHGJH´61 
 
 Not everyone, though, was satisfied by such ingenious arguments. Noting that 
birds have a natural capacity for flight which human inventiveness cannot match, the 
New-Haven Gazette asserted, with reference to recent events in France, that the 
mechanical difficulties facing balloon-PDNHUVZHUHLQVXSHUDEOH³1RWZLWKVWDQGLQJWKH
QXPEHURIWKRVHEDOORRQVZKLFKKDYHEHHQODXQFKHGIURPGLIIHUHQWSODFHV«QRWWKH
VPDOOHVW DGYDQWDJHKDV\HWDFFUXHG IURP WKHP WRVFLHQFH´ LWGHFODUHG LQ-XO\
³7KH XQVWHDGLQHVV RI WKDW YHKLFOH UHQGHUV Lt totally improper for the purposes of 
making astronomical or meteorological observations; and as for the ordinary business 
of life, it is equally inconvenient and unfit, considering the variety of imminent 
dangers to which it must be continually exposed from electric and culinary fire, from 
ZKLUOZLQGVDQGIURPLWVRZQFRPSOLFDWHDQGH[WUHPHO\IUDLOWH[WXUH´62 The process 
of perfecting new technologies is a slow one, the National Gazette acknowledged 
nearly a decade later. Yet this did not alter the realiW\WKDWEDOORRQVDUH³PHUHFKLOGLVK
baubles, and at best but objects of curiosity, and incapable of ever answering the 
SXUSRVHVRIUHDOXWLOLW\´63 
 
The fundamental question for many commentators was whether balloons 
could be steered or whether they were sLPSO\DWWKHPHUF\RIWKHHOHPHQWV³7RJLYH
at pleasure a progressive motion to air balloons, in any required direction, is a 
problem of great importance in this newly discovered art of penetrating into the 
VXSHULRUUHJLRQVRI WKHDWPRVSKHUH´:LOOLDP1LFholson noted in An Introduction to 
Natural Philosophy  ³0DQ\ ZLOG DQG DEVXUG VFKHPHV IRU WKLV SXUSRVH KDYH
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been offered to the consideration of the public; and some that have been carried into 
effect have served only to evince the ignorance or the artful quackery of their 
SURMHFWRUV´64 Indeed, the challenge of how to control a balloon seems to have 
attracted more than its fair share of quixotic solutions. In June 1786, for example, the 
Charleston Evening Gazette reported that an Englishman had built and was exhibiting 
D EDOORRQ ³WR EH GUDZQ LQ WKH DLU E\ OLYH (DJOHV´ ,Q WKH ZRUGV RI WKH Gazette¶V
FRUUHVSRQGHQW³,WLVQRZXQLYHUVDOO\DGPLWWHGWKDWHYHU\DWWHPSWWRVWHHUEDOORRQVLQ
the air by any power of mechanism, will always prove fruitless, as there is no 
SRVVLELOLW\RIILQGLQJDSRLQWG¶DSSXLRUSRLQWRIUHVLVWDQFH«,QVWHDGWKHUHIRUHRI
making use of ineffectual sails, oars, wings, &c. [Mr. Uncles] is determined to employ 
living force to combat the wind and guide himself through the regionVRIWKHVN\´65 
6XIILFH WR VD\ 0U 8QFOHV¶ H[SHULPHQW ZDV QRW D VXFFHVV ZKHQ KH DWWHPSWHG WR
launch his balloon in Dublin a month later it rose only a few feet in the air before 
falling ignominiously back to earth. 
 
 Taking a slightly more sober line, the Federal Gazette backed up its claim that 
³GLUHFWLQJEDOORRQV«PD\QRWEH FRQVLGHUHGDVXQDWWDLQDEOH´E\SRLQWLQJRXW WKDW
³0U%ODQFKDUG¶VH[SHULHQFHKDVOHGKLPWRHQWHUWDLQWKHPRVWVDQJXLQHKRSHVWKDWE\
means of the different currents of air that prevail at different heights in the 
DWPRVSKHUH WKH REMHFW PD\ EH DFFRPSOLVKHG´66 The Providence Gazette, however, 
ZKLOHQRWLQJWKDW³H[SHULHQFHKDVWDXJKW0U%ODQFKDUGWKDWDWDOOWLPHVWKHUHDUHDW
different heights in the atmosphere, different and coQWUDU\FXUUHQWVRIDLU´ZHQWRQWR
FRQFOXGHWKDW³HYHQLI«ZLQJVFRXOGEHPDGHWRPRYHRIDVL]HSURSRUWLRQDWHWRWKH
tenuity of the air, yet as the prodigious velocity of the wind would [have] to be 
overcome, this mode of propelling the aerostat may be ORRNHGXSRQDVLPSRVVLEOH´67 
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And similarly, David Daggett, having singled out balloons as an example of the 
futility of modern philosophy in Sun-Beams May be Extracted from Cucumbers, but 
the Process is Tedious (1799), also declared himself unconvinced by such schemes: 
³$IODZRIZLQGUHJDUGOHVVRIWKHSULQFLSOHVRIWKLVPDFKLQHPLJKWGHVWUR\LWRUE\
the giving way of one philosophical pin, peg or rope it might be let into the sea, or 
dashed against a rock, and thus its precious contents miserably perLVK´68  
 
 Nonetheless, the defenders of ballooning continued to discuss the problem of 
QDYLJDWLRQ DQG IRU PDQ\ WKH VROXWLRQ OD\ LQ WKH RYHUDOO GHVLJQ RI WKH FUDIW ³7KH
Parisians are now changing the form of their aerostatic machines from perpendicular 
tRKRUL]RQWDO VKDSHV´ WKH Independent Journal eagerly reported in November 1784. 
³7KH\ILQGWKDWWKHLPPHQVHJOREHREVWUXFWVWKHLUQDYLJDWLRQLQWKHDWPRVSKHUHDQGD
Chevalier de la Motte has contrived one which presents a much smaller surface to the 
windDQGZKLFKSURPLVHVWKHUHIRUHWREHPRUHXQGHUFRQWURO´69 Francis Hopkinson, 
PHDQZKLOHFRQILGHQWO\DVVHUWHGWKDWWKHUH³PD\EHPDQ\PHFKDQLFDO0HDQVRIJLYLQJ
the Balloon a progressive Motion, other than what the Current of Wind would give 
LW´ :ULWLQJ WR %HQMDPLQ )UDQNOLQ LQ 0D\  KH VXJJHVWHG WKDW ³WKH %DOORRQ EH
constructed in an oblong Form, something like the Body of a Fish, or a Bird, or a 
Wherry - 	OHWWKHUHEHDODUJH	OLJKW:KHHORQWKHVWHUQ«,IWKH1DYLJDWRUWXUQV
this Wheel swiftly round, by means of a Winch, there is no Doubt but it would (in a 
Calm at least) give the Machine a progressive Motion, upon the same Principle that a 
%RDW LV VFXOO¶G WKUR¶ WKH:DWHU´70 The conventional way of designing balloons was 
potentially counter-produFWLYH WKH HQWU\ RQ ³$HURVWDWLRQ´ LQ 7KRPDV 'REVRQ¶V
Encyclopedia FRQFXUUHG³,QIDFWLWKDVEHHQIRXQGWKDWDHURVWDWLFPDFKLQHV«PDGH
of the shape of a parallelopiped, or even one deviating still more from the shape of a 
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globe have answered the purpose«,QUHJDUGWRWKHVKDSHRIWKHVHPDFKLQHVLWLVE\
QRPHDQVQHFHVVDU\WRDGKHUHULJLGO\WRWKDWRIDVSKHUH´%XWWKHEncyclopedia also 
cautioned, attempts to imitate other modes of transport by attaching oars or rudders to 
DEDOORRQZHUHOLNHO\WR³Kave no effect when a machine is only moved by the wind 
alone, because the circumambient air is at rest in respect to the machine. The case is 
quite different with a vessel at sea, because the water on which it floats stands still 
ZKLOHWKHYHVVHOJRHVRQ´ 71 
 
 The difficulty of controlling balloons, even if they were modeled on boats or 
animals, remained an issue well into the nineteenth century. Yet the ungovernable 
nature of these contraptions, which was so persistently highlighted by critics, did 
nothinJ WR PLWLJDWH WKH $PHULFDQ SXEOLF¶V SDVVLRQ IRU DHULDO HYHQWV 5HSRUWLQJ RQ
3HWHU &DUQHV¶ LQLWLDO WULDOV ZLWK DQ XQPDQQHG FUDIW LQ %DOWLPRUH WKH Salem Gazette 
QRWHGWKDW&DUQHVKDG³PDGHKLVFXULRXVDHURVWDWLFNH[SHULPHQWV«LQWKHSUHVHQFHRI
a numerous and respectable congress of people, whom the fame of his superb 
BALLOON had drawn together from the east, west, north and south, [and] who 
generally appeared highly delighted with the grandeur of VR QRYHO D VFHQH´72 
0RUHRYHU DV ,¶YH DOUHDG\ VXJJHVWHG -Han-3LHUUH %ODQFKDUG¶V PDLGHQ IOLJKW LQ
Philadelphia attracted a degree of attention virtually unrivalled in the young republic. 
$WDWLPHZKHQWKHSRSXODWLRQRI WKHQDWLRQ¶VFDSLWDOZDVHVWLPDWHGDWDURXQGWKLUW\
thousand people, some forty thousand spectators turned out to hail Blanchard, almost 
double the number that were present at the Grand Federal Procession six years 
earlier.73 ³,W ZDV LQGHHG D VSHFWDFOH DV PDJQLILFHQW DV LW ZDV QHZ WR XV WR VHH WKLV
intrepid aeronaut majestically rise from the earth´ WKH Federal Gazette confirmed. 
³,PPHQVHFURZGVQRWRQO\IURPWKLVFLW\EXWIURPWKHQHLJKERULQJVWDWHVILOOHGWKH
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VWUHHWVDGMDFHQWWRWKHSODFHRIDVFHQVLRQ´74 Even those aspects of aerial technology 
which might be thought to underline the precariousness of ballooning were, in fact, 
JUHHWHG E\ WKH SXEOLF ZLWK PXFK DFFODLP &RPPHQWLQJ RQ %ODQFKDUG¶V WHVWV ZLWK D
prototype parachute, for example, the Daily Advertiser UHFRUGHG WKDW³7KHHIIHFWRI
the whole Exhibition was very fine, and gave infinite satisfaction to a great concourse 
RIFLWL]HQVZKRDWWHQGHGWKHH[SHULPHQW´75 
 
 Sceptics who attacked balloons for their lack of manoeuvrability, on the other 
hand, tended to see the whole phenomenon as a recklessly dangerous folly. And 
indeed they were supplied with a steady flow of evidence to support this position, 
including regular accidents and explosions, such as the one depicted in the 
frontispiece to the fifth edition of :HDWKHUZLVH¶V7RZQDQG&RXQWU\$OPDQDFN(1785), 
which was accompanied by an explanatory poem (Fig. 3): 
5HDGHUVEHKROGD3ODWHGHVLJQ¶G 
To lend a moral to Mankind,  
6XUYH\WKHWRZ¶ULQJ$,5%$//221 
«««««««««««« 
Which ALL IN FLAMES is tumbling down, 
«««««««««««« 
6R¶WLVP\IULHQGVZLWKDOOZKRULGH 
2Q)RUWXQH¶VFDUDW)UHQ]\¶VVLGH± 
They soon or late will meet a fall, 
And sad confusion seize on all.76 
Similarly, the death of Pilatre de Rozier during an experiment with hydrogen inflation 
in the same year led the Pennsylvania Packet WRFRQFOXGHWKDWWKLV³PRVWPHODQFKRO\
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HYHQW«ZLOO Lt is hoped, put an effectual end to the very idle prevalent practice of 
HVVD\LQJ WKH HOHPHQW RI DLU LQ EDOORRQV´77 As well as these solemn discussions of 
aeronautical disaster, meanwhile, the negative coverage of ballooning was also 
characterized by more comic accounts designed to highlight both the unexpected 
KD]DUGV RI KXPDQ IOLJKW DQG WKH ZRHIXO FDSULFLRXVQHVV RI WKH SXEOLF ³(YHU\ RQH
remembers the celebrated Balloon for which the late Mr DEEKER set a subscription 
RQIRRW´WKHNational Gazette declared in July 1793: 
It is almost needless to bring into view the fate of that immense unwieldy 
smoke-bag. It was attempted to be filled by means of fire being set to several 
VXEVWDQFHV VSUHDG XQGHU LW « EXW WKURXJK VRPH PLVPDQDJHPHQW RU WKH
inadequacy of the PHDQV LW ZDV QHYHU FRPSOHWHO\ LQIODWHG « >7KH@ EDOORRQ
ZKLFKZDVPDGHRIUDYHQ¶VGXFNWRRNILUHDQGLWZDVZLWKVRPHGLIILFXOW\WKH
aeronaut escaped from the conflagaration with the loss of his whiskers, a skin 
considerably scorched by the blaze, and the pursuing curses, menaces, and 
execrations of one or two thousand subscribers.78 
Jean-Pierre Blanchard, who had arrived in the United States only six months before 
this article appeared, was, of course, both a more skilful and a more renowned 
balloonist than Deeker. Yet he too was vulnerable to what many insisted were the 
inevitable perils of the balloon madness. While descending from his initial American 
flight, the National Gazette FODLPHG LQ-DQXDU\³KHZDVHVSLHGE\ WZR-HUVH\
IDUPHUV«RQHRI whom was so terrified, that taking the aeronaut for some sky-man, 
hostilely inclined, he ran to his house for a gun, to defend himself. It was in vain that 
Mr Blanchard called to them for assistance in mooring his balloon; their fears 
conquered every other consideration; and it was not until some citizens of 
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Philadelphia came up, who had followed him on horseback, that he was safely 
ODQGHG´79 
 
 For critics, incidents of this kind simply highlighted the inherent 
ridiculousness of ballooning. They revealed the inner workings of a phenomenon 
completely disconnected from the noble pursuit of scientific knowledge, a 
phenomenon within which the democratic tendencies of the age unavoidably led to 
the free rein of an ignorant and wilful public. As the Gazette of the United States 
UXHIXOO\REVHUYHG ³,V LW SRVVLEOH WRSUHYHQW D FURZG IURPJDWKHULQJ WR VHH DKRUVH-
race, a ship-launch, a wild-beast, a rope dancer, a balloon? Morals and good sense 
have not more to say for these than for the play-KRXVH«>%XW@ LIDOODre forbidden 
there is a gloomy and absurd despotism, which, even the debasement of Turkey would 
QRW ILW XV WR EHDU QRU DOO WKH -DQL]DULHV HQDEOH WKH JRYHUQPHQW WR HQIRUFH´80 
Aerostatic displays were, in short, evidence of a society increasingly devoted to 
pleasure and increasingly driven by a passion for marvels. Whether it was Joseph 
'HHNHU¶V IDUFLFDO DWWHPSW WR UDLVH D EDOORRQ RU -HDQ-3LHUUH %ODQFKDUG¶V GDULQJ
experiments with a parachute, the critics made little distinction: both were seen to 
appeal to WKHSXEOLF¶VGHVLUHIRUDPXVHPHQWLQH[DFWO\WKHVDPHZD\WKDWDQDFUREDWRU
a performing animal did. Indeed, ballooning and theatregoing were often closely 
associated in the press as symbols of economic squander and vice-inducing idleness. 
³%HWWHU LV LW for thee, O poor man, to stay at home, educating and maintaining thy 
FKLOGUHQ WKDQWRLPSRYHULVKDSXUVHDOUHDG\VFDQW\E\SD\LQJDMXJJOHU¶VIHHV´WKH
Otsego Herald DGYLVHG LQ  ³%HWWHU LW LV IRU WKHH 2 VRQ RI ULFKHV WR VXFFRXU
genius, to relieve the miserable, and shelter the naked, than to enjoy the glorious 
SULYLOHJHRID%DOORRQLQIODPH´81 
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 Ballooning was clearly understood by many to be a remarkable human 
accomplishment, but for others it was little more than a cheap and pernicious 
distracWLRQ&HUWDLQO\LWLVQ¶WKDUGWRGLVFHUQLQZKLFKFDWHJRU\WKHColumbian Herald 
ZRXOGKDYHSXW ³WKH IOLJKWRI WKH HQWHUSULVLQJ0U7\WOHU´ZKLFKKDG WDNHQSODFH LQ
(GLQEXUJKLQ$XJXVW³7KH%DOORRQEHLQJFRPSOHWHO\LQIODWHGLW«ZDVDWODVW
loosed from the mast, when it was found its force of ascension could scarcely support 
LWVHOIPXFKOHVVFDUU\XS0U7\WOHUZKRDIWHUKDYLQJ«WDNHQKLVVHDWZDVREOLJHG
WROHDYHLW´WKHColumbian¶V6FRWWLVKFRUUHVSRQGHQWZURWH 
The Balloon having rolled about a short time like an over-grown porpoise, at 
ODVW URVH VORZO\ DQG KHDYLO\ WR WKH KHLJKW RI DERXW D KXQGUHG \DUGV « ,W LV
impossible to conceive with what contempt and derision the multitude beheld 
the balloon ascend without Mr Tytler. Some of the crowd on the Calton Hill 
indeed asserted, that he had got into the inside, and others swore that they saw 
him peeping out of a hole at the bottom. There were also a few unbelieving, 
discontented spectators, who asserted, that there did not appear to be any fixed 
intention to ascend, and that the whole was a trick.82 
As this article suggests, the range of responses to ballooning was wide. The ultimate 
LPSOLFDWLRQ KRZHYHU LV WKDW EDOORRQLVWV DUH ³PRGHUQ FRQM¶UHUV´ DV DQRWKHU
newspaper put it), their exploits being inextricably linked to the activities of 
impresarios and swindlers, who were equally skilled at enticing a gullible audience 
with extravagant yet empty spectacles.83 
 
To his detractors, for example, it was a telling coincidence that Jean-Pierre 
Blanchard (who had been briefly imprisoned by the Austrian authorities for 
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distributing Revolutionary propaganda) should make his first American ascension 
IURPWKHHQYLURQVRIWKH:DOQXW6WUHHWSHQLWHQWLDU\³:HDUHWROGWKDW\RXKDGFKRVHQ
the jail yard to rise from, but that you were on the point of looking out for another 
spot, upon the suggestion made to you, that several ladies of this city would hesitate 
EHLQJ SUHVHQW DW WKH H[SHULPHQW LI LW ZHUH PDGH WKHUH´ WKH General Advertiser 
REVHUYHGVDUFDVWLFDOO\³$VWKH name of the square has no relation to the experiment, 
and that children only are to be frightened by the word Jail GRQ¶W FKDQJH \RXU
RULJLQDO SODQ 6LU´84 Adopting a similar tone of mock outrage, meanwhile, the 
National Gazette played even more broadly on the suspicion that there was a 
connection between balloonists and brigands - casting Blanchard in the role of a 
PLQRU 6DWDQ WUHVSDVVLQJ RQ WKH GRPDLQ RI *RG ³,W ZDV UHPDUNDEOH´ WKH Gazette 
QRWHG³XSRQWKHODWHRFFDVLRQWKDWPDQ\SHUVRQVUHSUREDWHG the aerial ascension as 
somewhat profane, and asserted that the areonaut was intruding into regions where he 
KDG QR EXVLQHVV WKHVH SHUVRQV QRW FRQVLGHULQJ WKDW WKH DLU LV RXU OHJDO SURSHUW\´85 
Given the thinly veiled hostility of these articles and the widespread insinuation of 
dishonesty they tapped into, it is then hardly surprising that Blanchard felt compelled 
to defend himself against the idea that he was a charlatan. Thus, in July 1794, he 
wrote a long letter to the Daily Advertiser complaining about his reception in New 
York, which begins by pointing out that:  
The reputation of your taste for the polite arts, has induced me to come to this 
city, and to bring with me two Automatons alive, fictitious personages, as large 
as life, which have been the admiration of Philadelphia, where they were 
FRQVWUXFWHG«>%XW@WKLVVXUSULVLQJH[KLELWLRQKDVEHHQFRQVLGHUHGLQWKHVDPH
light with those tricks, with which jugglers and mountebanks, so often deceived 
the public, and very few persons have attended the room.86 
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As much as he may have attempted to justify his ventures by complimenting the 
public or criticizing other performers, however, Blanchard continued to be a 
contentious figure, as likely to be treated with scepticism as with approbation. Indeed, 
the negative press surrounding him only intensified when his former colleague 
Gardiner Baker wrote a series of letters to the press accusing the Frenchman of 
making off with the profits from their aerial displays.87 Reflecting on this charge in 
May 1797, the New York Diary effectively summarized the attitude of at least one half 
RI WKHSXEOLFZKHQ LWGHFODUHG WKDW³0U%ODQFKDUG LVDFFRXQWHGDPDQXQZRUWK\RI
FRQILGHQFHDQG«VKRXOGWKHFLWL]HQVSDWURQL]HKLPGHFHLWDQGLOO-treatment would 
be the certain conseTXHQFHV´88 
 
II. 
 
Evidently, even a balloonist as illustrious as Blanchard found it difficult to 
separate his activities from those of more dubious showmen. But as my passing 
reference to his arrest for supporting the French Revolution might suggest, his image 
problems were also tied up with some wider historical developments in the late 
eighteenth century. Indeed, if, in its most reputable forms, ballooning represented a 
monument to human achievement, its more suspect elements not only smacked of low 
artifLFHEXWRIGDQJHURXVSROLWLFDOH[FHVVHV(FKRLQJ$QQ7LPRWK\¶VXVHRIWKHLPDJH
of a balloon to represent the fanciful autonomy which she saw as the ill-judged aim of 
the American Revolution, the Pennsylvania Packet, for instance, reversed the 
metaphor to condemn the mother country for its high-handed lack of attachment to the 
QHHGV RI LWV IRUPHU VXEMHFWV ³,I ZH JR EDFN LQ RXU KLVWRU\ EXW D VSDFH RI WLPH
amounting to twenty years, we shall find many examples of the power of inflammable 
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DLU´ WKH Packet deFODUHG LQ  ³:KDW EXW LQIODPPDEOH DLU SURYRNHG WKH ULRWV DW
Boston, and the subsequent American war? Was it not inflammable air which sent up 
WKH%ULWLVKFDELQHWDVIDUDVWKHORIW\LGHDRIFRQTXHULQJ$PHULFD"´89 Meanwhile, as 
international tensions eased somewhat in the wake of the Treaty of Paris, and the new 
republic turned to the question of how to establish its future political institutions, the 
figure of the balloon also migrated into a more domestic context.  
 
In particular, the heated argument over the adoption of a federal constitution in 
the late 1780s was accompanied by a rash of aerostatic imagery. Protesting against the 
unchecked judicial powers of the North Carolina legislature, the author of The 
Independent Citizen (1787), for instance, encouraged those who felt the need for a 
QDWLRQDOJRYHUQPHQWWR³OHDYH\RXUKRPHVDQGDWWHQGWKHPRYHPHQWVRIRXUSROLWLFDO
balloon, guided by the God of error, whether he rest on the summit of the 
$SSDODFKLDQ KLOOV RU RQ WKH YHUJH RI WKH $WODQWLF RFHDQ´90 Fittingly for an object 
which was so unfixed in real life, the trope of the balloon was mutable, however, and 
DQHYHQPRUHVWULNLQJXVHRILWDSSHDUVLQDFDUWRRQIURPFDOOHG³=LRQBesieged 
and AttaFNHG´ Fig. 4). Published at the height of the ratification debates, this print 
GHSLFWVDQDQDUFKLFVFHQH LQZKLFK WKH3HQQV\OYDQLDVWDWHFRQVWLWXWLRQ³represented 
by a Fortification built on a Rock, and defended by the Friends of Liberty´LVEHLQJ
DWWDFNHGE\³The Balloon Army, in 3 grand Divisions´/HDding the offensive are pro-
Constitution printers like John Dunlap, Mathew Carey, and Francis Bailey, who - 
according to the explanatory broadside which was published alongside the picture - 
DUH DOO ³FK\PLFDOO\ employed at « preparing Inflammable Gaz [sic] for the 
Independent Balloon, which soars aloft under the Flag of the A-r-DO6WDQGDUG´7KH
second wave of the assault, which consists largely of assorted demons and witches, is 
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dominated by the financier Robert Morris astride a braying donkey, his rallying 
VWDQGDUGZKLFKFDUULHVWKHVORJDQ³$HURVWDWLF0DFKLQH´VXUURXQGHGE\³Two Troops 
of A-r-al Guards (sent by the Prince of the Power of )RXO$LUV´%ULQJLQJXSWKHUHDU
LVD³%$1'of $ULVWRFUDWV´KHDGHGE\%HQMDPLQ5XVKDQG$OH[DQGHU+DPLOWRQ$QG
finally, looming at the centre of this side of the print, is the aforementioned balloon, 
HPEOD]RQHGZLWKWKHZRUGV³,QGHSHQGHQW*DV´DSXQRQWKHWLWOHRI(OHD]HU2VZDOG¶V
Independent Gazette, which published many influential articles in favor of the 
Constitution).91 The balloon, in short, is presented here as an appropriate emblem for 
the bloated elitism and disconnection from the public which many saw as the 
inevitable consequence of centralizing political authority. 
 
While the image of the wayward balloon was an important reference point 
during the contest over the Constitution, however, the real heyday of aerial symbolism 
occurred in the 1790s. For it was during this period that the increasing popularity of 
ballooning was fed into the emergence of a two-party system, and the phenomenon 
came to reflect the concern of people on both sides of the political divide about the 
future of democracy and the influence of foreign powers. Increasingly visible during 
*HRUJH :DVKLQJWRQ¶V ILUVW WHUP DV SUHVLGHQW WKH LGHRORJical differences between 
Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson over fiscal policy were then expanded and 
given new depth by the question of how best to respond to the fledgling French 
UHSXEOLF¶VGHFODUDWLRQRIZDURQ*UHDW%ULWDLQLQ'ULYHQE\DILerce combination 
of political optimism and instinctive Anglophobia, numerous Americans were already 
inclined to see the French Revolution as an extension of their own struggle and the 
new republic as a natural ally against the forces of monarchical oppression. But now 
they also came to share with Jefferson and the other leaders of the burgeoning 
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5HSXEOLFDQ SDUW\ D EHOLHI WKDW WKH :DVKLQJWRQ DGPLQLVWUDWLRQ¶V GLVWDQFLQJ RI LWVHOI
from France through the Proclamation of Neutrality and acquiescence to Britain 
tKURXJK WKH -D\ 7UHDW\ WKUHDWHQHG WKH 8QLWHG 6WDWHV¶ KDUG-won independence. The 
DGKHUHQWV RI +DPLOWRQ¶V QDVFHQW )HGHUDOLVW SDUW\ RQ WKH RWKHU KDQG VDZ VXFK
measures as the simplest way to avoid being sucked into an expensive and debilitating 
conflict, and they shared a growing sense of unease over the political direction of the 
French Revolution. Sundry citizens lent their support to the Jay Treaty not only 
because of their close economic ties to Britain but because, in the wake of Louis 
;9,¶VH[HFXWLRQDQd the Reign of Terror, the former mother country seemed to stand 
as a bastion of civilized order when compared to the radicalism and brutality of 
)UDQFH¶VGHPRFUDWLFH[SHULPHQW92 
 
Focusing a long tradition of xenophobic stereotypes into one potent 
ideological cocktail, the bitterly partisan struggle between the Federalists and the 
Republicans over the future identity and course of the nation was played out in and 
through a wide range of cultural practices. And ballooning was no exception. Indeed, 
the image of the balloon is revealingly manifested in the two texts which would in 
PDQ\ ZD\V VKDSH WKH FRQWRXUV RI WKH VXEVHTXHQW SROLWLFDO GLYLGH (GPXQG %XUNH¶V
Reflections on the Revolution in France  DQG 7KRPDV 3DLQH¶V Rights of Man 
(1791).93 Convinced that the state originates not in a free contract but in necessity, 
Burke held that the rights of the individual rested upon institutions embodied in law or 
established by long usage. For him, the radical idealism of the Jacobins thus 
threatened to overturn the concrete, reciprocal bonds of tradition which assured the 
QDWLRQ¶VKHDOWK ³$SROLWLF FDXWLRQ D JXDUGHG FLUFXPVSHFWLRQ DPRUDO UDWKHU WKDQ D
complexional timidity were among the ruling principles of our forefathers in their 
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PRVW GHFLGHG FRQGXFW´ KH DUJXHV DW RQH SRLQW ³/HW XV LPLWDWH WKHLU FDXWLRQ LI ZH
wish to deserve their fortune, or to retain their bequests. Let us add, if we please, but 
let us preserve what they have left; and, standing on the firm ground of the British 
constitution, let us be satisfied to admire rather than attempt to follow in their 
GHVSHUDWH IOLJKWV WKH DHURQDXWV RI )UDQFH´94 Thomas Paine, on the other hand, 
asserted that the individual held possession over his natural rights even after entering 
into civil society. We may cede certain powers to the state in order for them to be 
more efficiently managed. But because the state is the guardian not the granter of 
these prerogatives, the public can at any time abolish governments which no longer 
accord with the will of the majority. Appropriating the avational rhetoric which 
Reflections on the Revolution uses to damn the utopian schemes of the French, and 
turning it back on his antagonist, Paine therefore charges Burke with being the one 
who is recklessly disconnected from reality. ³+DG0U%XUNHSRVVHVVHGWDOHQWVVLPLODU
WRWKHDXWKRURIµ2QWKH:HDOWKRI1DWLRQV¶KHZRXOGKDYHFRPSUHKHQGHGDOOWKHSDUWV
ZKLFKHQWHU LQWR DQGE\ DVVHPEODJH IRUPD FRQVWLWXWLRQ´3DLQHZULWHV ³(YHQKLV
genius is without a constitution. It is a genius at random, and not a genius constituted. 
But he must say something. He has therefore mounted in the air like a balloon, to 
GUDZWKHH\HVRIWKHPXOWLWXGHIURPWKHJURXQGWKH\VWDQGXSRQ´95 
 
Importantly, in both cases, the key word implicitly buttressinJ WKH ZULWHU¶V
FULWLFLVP LV³HQWKXVLDVP´2ULJLQDOO\ D WHUPRI DEXVHGLUHFWHG at those who claimed 
direct access to God during (QJODQG¶V&LYLO:DUDQG$PHULFD¶V*UHDW$ZDNHQLQJE\
WKHHQGRI WKHHLJKWHHQWKFHQWXU\ WKHQRWLRQRI³HQWKXVLDVP´KDGPLJUDWHG from the 
religious sphere to become an all-embracing term for perilous delusion, though one 
with particular resonance in the realm of natural philosophy.96 Such resonance was 
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stirred by the fact that before the nineteenth century the empirical approach to nature 
remained embedded in other epistemological assumptions and the validation of new 
techniques was still tied to a mass audience. The practice of mesmerism which swept 
Europe in the 1780s, for example, was predicated upon an invisible fluid which 
permeated the human body, and its presence was verified by publically pushing 
individuals into fits or trances. As Robert Darnton points out in his classic account of 
this craze:  
To claim that mesmerism did not seem absurd in the context of eighteenth-
century science is not to claim that scientific thought from Newton to Lavoisier 
was a collection of fictions. At the popular level, however, it entangled the 
ordinary reader in a jungle of exotic systèmes du monde. How was he to 
separate fiction from truth, especially among the monisms that made up the 
ELRORJLFDOVFLHQFHV"«The progressive divorce of science from theology in the 
eighteenth century did not free science from fiction, because scientists had to 
FDOO XSRQ WKH LPDJLQDWLRQ WR PDNH VHQVH RI « WKH GDWD UHYealed by their 
PLFURVFRSHVWHOHVFRSHV/H\GHQMDUVIRVVLOKXQWVDQGGLVVHFWLRQV«0HVPHU¶V
invisible fluid seemed no more miraculous, and who could say that it was less 
real, than the phlogiston that Lavoisier was attempting to banish from the 
universe.97 
The ascent of a balloon, of course, had a more concrete cause than a hypnotic trance 
and this spectacle could not be dismissed as the result of collective hysteria (as 
mesmerism eventually was). But the excessive emotions and far-reaching conjectures 
which were prompted by human flight did smack of ³HQWKXVLDVP.´ Thus, Paine, who 
was highly sympathetic to the rationalist dimension of natural philosophy, rhetorically 
rejects ballooning for its tendency to exceed earth-bound structures of knowledge. 
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Burke¶s rhetoric, on the other hand, has a slightly different wellspring. For as well as 
deploying the aeronaut metaphor to attack the political immoderation of the French 
Revolution, he elsewhere fastens on to natural philosophy itself as an example of 
dangerously fanciful thinking. Closely connected to the Dissenters and republicans 
who were pushing for social reform in Britain at the time, experimentalists like Joseph 
Priestley and Thomas Beddoes saw their discoveries as heralding widespread 
enlightenment and revolutionary new forms of selfhood. But for Burke such promises 
of progress took too little account of those values which made a society humane. As 
KHSXWLWLQ³7KHFKHPLVWVEULQJ«IURPWKHVRRWRIWKHLUIXUQDFHVGLVSRVLWLRQV
that make them worse than indifferent about those feelings and habitudes, which are 
WKH VXSSRUWV RI WKH PRUDO ZRUOG « 7KHVH SKLORVRSKHUV FRQVLGHU PHQ LQ WKHLU
experiments, no more than they do mice in an air pump, or a recipient of mephitic 
JDV´98 Committing themselves to theoretical constructs at the expense of practical 
consequences thinkers like Priestley and Beddoes, in other words, showed the 
rationalist dimension of natural philosophy to be another instance RI ³HQWKXVLDVP´ 
Thus when Burke uses scientific imagery to write about political issues in his 
Reflections (as he often does), it has a much broader and more sceptical range than 
3DLQH¶VXVHRIVLPLODUlanguage. 
 
These important differences notwithstanding, however, %XUNH DQG 3DLQH¶V
debate about the French Revolution, which was subsequently employed to fuel the 
dispute between the Federalists and the Republicans over the value of social hierarchy 
and the ability of the mass to govern, crucially helped to secure the viability of 
ballooning as a bi-partisan metaphor for political quixotism. Indeed, this viability was 
effectively confirmed when Paine himself provocatively revived the image in The Age 
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of Reason (1794), another attack on those long-established institutions which serve to 
UHSUHVVWKHLQGLYLGXDO¶VULJKWWo the free exercise of his conscience. Echoing his earlier 
depiction of Burke as a self-inflated patrician, Paine here applies the aerostatic 
analogy to another figure with an undeservedly lofty reputation (namely Jesus) as part 
of his argument for the perQLFLRXV GLVKRQHVW\ RI WKH %LEOH ³7KH UHVXUUHFWLRQ DQG
ascension, supposing them to have taken place, admitted of public and ocular 
demonstration, like that of the ascension of a balloon, or the sun at noon day, to all 
-HUXVDOHPDWOHDVW´3DLQHREVHUYHV³$WKLQJZKLFKHYHU\ERG\LVUHTXLUHGWREHOLHYH
requires that the proof and evidence of it should be equal to all, and universal; and as 
the public visibility of this last related act was the only evidence that could give 
sanction to the former part, the whole of it falls to the ground, because that evidence 
ZDVQHYHUJLYHQ´99  
 
1RW XQVXUSULVLQJO\ 3DLQH¶V UXWKOHVV 'HLVP FDXVHG DQ XSURDU DPRQJ
conservative thinkers on both sides of the Atlantic, and these lines on the Ascension 
in particular featured prominently in the dozens of rebuttals which swiftly issued from 
the press.100 -XVWDV3DLQH¶VERRNZDVVHHQE\ the Tories in Great Britain as an attempt 
to inculcate the working classes with a Jacobin contempt for authority, so it was seen 
by the Federalists as characteristic of a French-born infidelity that had infected 
Thomas Jefferson and his followers. In The Age of Reason Unreasonable (1798), for 
H[DPSOH*:6Q\GHUFHQVXUHVWKH5HSXEOLFDQVIRUDEDQGRQLQJ³WKHGXWLHVWKH\RZH
to honor and virtue, that tKH\ PD\ UHFHLYH WKH KRPDJH RI D PXOWLWXGH´ EHIRUH
GLVPLVVLYHO\GHFODULQJWKDW³,OHDYHLWWR7KRPDV3DLQH«WRGHPRQVWUDWHE\(XFOLG¶V
Elements, or any other elements, how far an air balloon, or an orrery, may make 
nations and people true worshippers of God, and lovers of justice, honesty, truth and 
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PHUF\´101 :LWKLWVSDLQVWDNLQJGLVVHFWLRQRI3DLQH¶VLQGLYLGXDODUJXPHQWV6Q\GHU¶V
refutation was, in fact, rather restrained in comparison with other responses to the 
radical doctrines of the late Enlightenment. For many commentators greeted the 
criticism of traditional social and religious mores with a hyperbolic paranoia which 
found its clearest manifestation in the hysteria over the purported conspiracy of a 
secret society called the Illuminati. In this respect, Joseph Priestley, who emigrated to 
the United States in 1794, was only half-joking when he told the inhabitants of 
Northumberland, Pennsylvania that the Federalists believed ³DQ DUP\ RI )UHQFK
cannibals may cross the Atlantic in a fleet of balloons, land on the blue mountain, and 
eat up all your children for their first breakfast´102 
 
The perceived connection between ballooning and this fear of physical and 
ideological invasion was intensified, no doubt, by rumours of Jean-3LHUUH%ODQFKDUG¶V
shadowy past as a propagandist, as well as by his tendency to promote himself in 
nationalistic terms that were more closely associated with the realm of power politics 
WKDQ WKH ZRUOG RI VFLHQFH ³)UDQFH LV WKH JORULILHG FRXQWU\ ZKHUH $UWV DQG
Knowledge have been proved through the many examples of their great experiments, 
WR WKHVXUSULVHRI WKHZKROHZRUOGDQG WRD WUXH UHMRLFHRIKXPDQH\HV´%ODQFKDUG
declared in his preface to The Forty-Fifth Aerial Flight of the Universally Celebrated 
Mr. Blanchard, at Philadelphia, which also featured an engraving of the balloonist 
wielding the tricolore.103 This pride in Gallic modernity was almost an habitual motif 
in %ODQFKDUG¶V public statements. And, indeed, he was not alone in identifying the 
daring novelty of his aerial voyages with the experimental tendencies of his 
countrymen. Two poems which were published shortly after his arrival in America, 
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for example, made explicit the negative connotations of the link between EDOORRQLQJ¶s 
innovativeness and the visionary ingenuity of French thinkers.  
 
The first of these poems, which appeared in the National Gazette in January 
1793, contrasts the venerable figure of James Blanchard, a veteran of the War of 
Independence, with his transatlantic namesake, in order to critique the radical 
ideology of the French Revolution: 
Sing to the wandering stars thy wondrous name, 
And make them scowl with envy at thy fame. 
As late thy namesake in his airy car, 
+DLO¶GE\WKHLU&KULVWLDQQDPHVHDFKZHOO-known star, 
Told them the glorious news, that France was treating 
The wicked Austrians to a woeful beating; 
And since such bright examples France had given 
¶7ZDVWLPHWRWDON(TXDOLW\LQKHDYHQ± 
Nor did he fear the important point to gain 
,IPHDQVFRXOGEHFRQWULY¶GWREULQJXS3DLQH104 
The second poem, meanwhile, which appeared in The Gazette of the United States, 
was characteristic in aligning J-P Blanchard with those controversial philosophes 
whose theories about the degeneration of nature in the New World had first provoked 
Franco-American enmity in the late 1780s: 
Good Monsieur B----VXUH¶WLVVRPHZKDWVWUDQJH 
7KDWDIWHUKDYLQJJXOO¶GXVRIRXUFKDQJH 
By eagles, chariots, balloons, puppet shows; 
You then should twit us of our ignorance,  
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6D\ZHGRQ¶WNQRZVRPXFKDVIRONVLQ)UDQFH 
That Science herH¶VDEDEHZLWKRXWKHUVKRHV 
«««««««««««« 
:KHQR¶HUWK¶$WODQWLFBuffon cast his eye, 
And swore our people were but three feet high;  
«««««««««««« 
A single poet, or a man of science, 
To show ± he bid America defiance, 
The mind and stature botKZHUHVR³EHOLWWOHG´ 
Buffon we could forgive ± a slave at home; 
But kinder fate permitted you to roam ± 
Here you may see, if not a partial elf, 
Some men, not one whit smaller than yourself.105 
In effect, such works play on %ODQFKDUG¶V QDWLRQDO LGHQWLW\ with the intention of 
blurring the line between his aerial exploits and the quixotic schemes of French social 
theorists +XJK +HQU\ %UDFNHQULGJH¶V SLFDUHVTXH QRYHO Modern Chivalry (1792-
1815), for instance, depicted its stand-in for Sancho Panza, the illiterate Irish 
LPPLJUDQW7HDJXH2¶5HJDQ, taking a flight with Blanchard. The connection between 
2¶5HJDQDQG%ODQFKDUGhere is clearly grounded in the widely-shared assumption that 
civic harmony and Jacobin egalitarianism are mutually incompatible. Throughout the 
QRYHO2¶5HJDQis portrayed as a democratic upsWDUWZKRGRHVQ¶WNQRZKLVSODFH and 
shortly EHIRUH WKLV DPDWHXUEDOORRQLVW¶V IDQWDVWLF DFFRXQWRI D whirlwind tour to the 
moon, Brackenbridge notes that in the newly formed United States: ³3ROLWLFLDQVVD\ 
that though they have no learning, they have no want of it«:LOO\RXUHMHFWDJRRG
piece of stuff because it came through the hands of an aristocratic weaver? These are 
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false ideas of what is right, and useful to mankind.´106 O¶5HJDQ¶VGHOXGHGKXQJHUIRr 
social authority and his vivid pipe dream of conquering the skies are two sides of the 
same coin, Modern Chivalry suggests. Anxieties about the dissolution of traditional 
class structures chimed with more general debates about the value of ballooning 
because in both cases there was a suspicion that American virtue was being corrupted 
by French excesses. 
 
TKH WH[WV ,¶YH MXVW EHHQ GLVFXVVLQJ offer a series of stark analogies between 
aerial exploration and French philosophy. A letter written to the New-Haven Gazette 
in July 1784, on the other hand, puts the association of ballooning with the French 
into a larger frame of reference ± one which emphasizes a shared entanglement in the 
lures of fashion.107 The letter to the New-Haven Gazette, drawn up by an American 
residing in Paris, advances some carefully considered criticisms of the potential for 
human flight. But before expressing his ³GRXEWV[over] whether it would contribute to 
WKHH[WHQVLRQRIQDWXUDONQRZOHGJH´the author reflects upon the reasons why such a 
frivolous activity had been taken up with so muFK]HDOE\KLVKRVWV ³I cannot help 
thinking myself singularly fortunate to be in this country at a period when its 
inhabitants seem not only in thoroughly good humour, but even transported, at the 
discovery of a volatile air-bladder!´KHQRWHVZLWKDEDUHO\FRQFHDOHGLURQ\³Do not 
imagine that this account is dictated by patriotic prejudices, far from it: I entertain a 
high respect for the virtues and admit greatly the talents of the French whom I 
consider as a very enlightened and most amiable people. To give a general and just 
idea of them, however, it may be necessary to add, that they are passionately fond of 
novelty, easily elated, and strongly national.´108 Notwithstanding WKH DXWKRU¶V
protestations of impartiality, the implication, of course, is that a congenital desire for 
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amusement renders the French peculiarly susceptible to the idle charms of ballooning. 
As William Cobbett observed in a brief discussion of WKH 0RQWJROILHUV¶ ILUVW
ascension: ³7Kose who know what power novelty has on the French; with what 
enthusiasm, or rather fury, they adopt whatever is in vogue, may guess at the effect 
WKDW WKLV « SURGXFHG´109 Irrespective of the claims some made for the ideological 
symbolism of ballooning, it represented for many commentators an extension of the 
high-spirited flightiness at the heart of the French character.110 
 
Given the firmly entrenched nature of this negative association, defenders of 
ballooning were then frequently compelled to claim that other nations would soon be 
RXWVWULSSLQJ WKH )UHQFK LQ WKHLU DHULDO HQGHDYRUV ³:LWK WKLV WKH *DXO WKH SRSXODFH
DPXVHV  1HZ DFWV RI ZRQGHU WR WKH H\H SURGXFHV´ WKH Independent Ledger noted 
GLVPLVVLYHO\EHIRUHJRLQJRQWRDVVXUHLWVUHDGHUVWKDW³JUHDWHUZLWVGRQ¶WGLVUHJDUG
7KHHOHPHQWV«)URPVLPSOHWKLQJVDWWHQWLYHO\H[SORU¶G7KHJUHDWHVWSRZHUVRIW
1DWXUH ZLOO DIIRUG´111 In this respect, though, it was rather worrying that )UDQFH¶V
main rival for scientific supremacy seemed to be displaying little interest in 
ballooning. Conventionally assigned those qualities of hard-headed practicality the 
French supposedly lacked, the English were widely perceived to be lagging behind in 
the race to explore the heavens. As the Political Intelligencer remarked in December 
³:KLOHHYHQWKHODGLHVLQ)UDQFHDUHPDNLQJWKHLUYLVLWVWRWKHHWKHULDOUHJLRQV
[there is] not a single Briton, as we can find by the last English papers, who chooses 
to quit his beloved terra firma. Whither or not the declining state of the nation, 
absorbed in every distress, has damped the ardour of individuals, is a question to be 
VROYHG´112 Slyly suggesting the effeminacy of French attempts at aviation, this article 
also manages to have a poke at England by attributing the mother country¶VGLVLQWHUHVW
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in ballooning to its recent defeat in the War of Independence. The Connecticut 
Courant, however, was probably a little closer to the mark when it credited this 
disinterest to that jingoistic disdain for France which would later spread to America. 
³7KH(QJOLVKSULGHKDVEHHQWRRDSWWRDIIHFWDFRQWHPSWIRUWKHSURGXFWLRQVRIWKHLU
QHLJKERUVSDUWLFXODUO\LQWKHLUIDYRULWHVFLHQFHRISKLORVRSK\´it argued in March of 
the same year ³7KHLU OLWHUDWL KDYH ODWHO\ SRXUHG WKHLU ULGLFXOe very liberally on the 
French, for the attempts of several gentlemen to invent a mode of aerial 
navigation´113 6WLOOQRWHYHU\RQHZDVVRSHVVLPLVWLFDERXW(QJODQG¶VZLOOLQJQHVVWR
contribute to the progress of ballooning. Federalist-leaning journalists, especially, 
continued to express the hope that human flight was about to take on a more sober 
aspect. The editor of the Massachusetts Spy, for example, insisted that³7KRXJKWKH
French claim the honour of the new invention of air-globes, there is little doubt that 
the English will be the men to make a rational use of them. Dr Priestley is said already 
to have made some collateral discoveries on the subject, which will excite greater 
DVWRQLVKPHQWWKDQWKHRULJLQDOLQYHQWLRQLWVHOI´114 
 
Unfortunately, though, the troubling links between aerial travel and French 
frivolity were only strengthened by DSDUOD\LQJRIEDOORRQLQJ¶VIDVKLRQDEOHVWDWXVLQWR
the fashion industry itself, an industry which American critics saw as 
characteristically Gallic. ³7KH WDVWH IRr air balloon matters has grown to such an 
extravagant pitch, that nothing can pretend to have any intrinsick value in it, unless it 
KDV WKLV QDPH DV DQ DSSHQGDJH´ the Pennsylvania Gazette declared in July 1784, 
while the Independent Journal observed six months later WKDW ³7KH YHU\ QDPH RI
EDOORRQ « EHJLQV WR EH FRPSOHWHO\ VXUIHLWLQJ´115 Hats designed to resemble an 
inflated air bag, in particular, ZHUHDKXJHO\SRSXODULWHP³%DOORRQKDWV of the azure 
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hue, are the rage,´ the Virginia Journal noted in April 1784, and indeed 
DGYHUWLVHPHQWVIRU³ODGLHV¶HOHJDQWEDOORRQKDWVRIWKHQHZHVWstyle, just arrived from 
)UDQFH´ DUH DOPRVW XELTXLWRXV LQ WKH QHZVSDSHUV RI WKLV SHULRG.116 Thanks to this 
penetration of aerostatic imagery into the world of fashion it was then easy for 
sceptical commentators to identify ballooning with the vacuous giddiness often 
ascribed to young girls. The New-Jersey Gazette, for example, declared that in 
addition ³to balloon hats, balloon bonnets, balloon caps, balloon ribbons, and balloon 
pins, the ladies now have double balloon ear-rings, and balloon side-curls; so that 
there are no less than seven balloon articles appertaining to the decoration of the most 
beautiful balloon in nature ± WKH KHDG RI D SUHWW\ ZRPDQ´117 Moreover, this 
reciprocal connection between feminine pursuits and the art of flying also allowed the 
press to play a new variation on the Francophobic stereotypes of the era. For as well 
being used to indict the French as a nation of featherbrained pleasure-seekers, 
ballooning could be used to present them as a nation of debauched libertines.118 Thus 
the Massachusetts Centinel deployed some politically-charged sexual innuendo in an 
article which claimed that³Air balloon dress is so much the fashion, and so generally 
fancied, that some ingenuous temptresses from France have it in their contemplation 
to establish a balloon petticoat, so constructed as that a very heavy person may go up 
in it ZLWKVDIHW\´119 And similarly, a contributor to the New-York Packet complained 
aERXW ³Ealloon hats, balloon trimmingV LQ VKRUW EDOORRQ HYHU\WKLQJ´ before noting 
with a mixture of relief and anxiety that: ³%\WKHE\H,WRRNDVO\SHHSDWP\ZLIH¶V
garters, but that devil of a fellow, BlanchardKDVQRWJRWWKLWKHU\HW´120  
 
Be that as it may, EDOORRQLQJ¶V LQILOWUDWLRQ RI $PHULFDQ SRSXODU FXOWXUH Zas 
not just limited to the late eighteenth-century wardrobe ³7KH JHQWOHPDQ DQG ODGLHV
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upon the bon ton are not the only objects that can boast of this aerial bombastick 
insignia to their orQDPHQWV´ WKH Pennsylvania Gazette remarked, ³as a countryman 
was heard [to say] one day last week ± µ)LQH EDOORRQ VWULQJ EHDQV¶´121 Astutely 
pinpointing the financial rationale behind such renaming, meanwhile, the South-
Carolina Weekly Gazette observed that as well as being applied to everything ³IURPD
KDW WR D VKRH´ the ³HSLWKHW RI EDOORRQ´ had also been affixed to ³ZDOQXWV DSSOHV
gingernuts &c. for which to be sure you pay an additional something, as you get 
QRWKLQJ IRU QRWKLQJ KHUH´122 Bearing no discernible relevance to the object being 
labeled, the use of the adjective ³EDOORRQ´ KHUH suggests the sheer mobility of that 
word as a cultural signifier. But perhaps even more intriguing is the evidence these 
articles furnish for the argument that a modern consumer economy first flourished in 
America during the post-Revolutionary period.123 In tracing the impact of ballooning 
on the American public, the writers quoted above not only identify a thriving market 
for non-essential goods. They also implicitly agonize over the potentially debilitating 
effect of possessive individualism on morality and civic virtue. To borrow once more 
the words of Michael R. Lynn: ³As a new object of potential commodification, the 
way in which savants and entrepeneurs treated balloons offers insights into the 
manner in which new thinking about luxury and economics, as well as the role of 
scientific innovation in the marketplace, had evolved at the end of the age of 
Enlightenment.´124 
 
III. 
 
In a telling reflection of the rapid commercialization of ballooning, just a few 
months after he declared ³WKH SUHVHQW GD\ ZKLFK KDV RSHQHG D URDG LQ WKH $LU DQ
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epoch from whence [an] LQFUHDVH RI WKH VWRFN RI UHDO .QRZOHGJH « PXVW WDNH LWV
GDWH´ Sir Joseph Banks was hardening his position.125 Tired of the money-hungry 
VKRZPHQ ZKR KDG ODWFKHG RQWR WKH 0RQWJROILHUV¶ LQYHQWLRQ, Banks wrote to 
Benjamin Franklin in November 1783 that he detected ³DQ LQFOLQDWLRQ LQ WKH PRUH
respectable part of the R[oyal] S[ociety] to guard against WKH%DOORPDQLD« till some 
experiment likely to prove beneficial either to Society or Science is proposed to be 
annext to them´126 This argument for intellectual circumspection, however, was 
greeted by Franklin with some unease ³, DP VRUU\ WKLV ([SHULPHQW LV WRWDOO\
negOHFWHGLQ(QJODQGZKHUHPHFKDQLF*HQLXVLVVRVWURQJ´KHUHSOLHGIURP his home 
in Paris: 
Your Philosophy seems to be too bashful. In this Country we are not so much 
afraid of being laught at. If we do a foolish Thing, we are the first to laugh at it 
ourselves, and are almost as much pleased with a Bon Mot or a good Chanson, 
that ridicules well the Disappointment of a Project, as we might have been with 
its Success. It does not seem to me a good reason to decline prosecuting a new 
([SHULPHQW«:KHQZHKDYH learnt to manage it, we may hope some time or 
other to find Uses for it, as Men have done for Magnetism and Electricity, of 
which the first Experiments were mere Matters of Amusement.127 
In fact, the French were not the only nation to consider the public trial of new 
technologies a worthwhile process. )UDQNOLQ¶V IHOORZ Americans too laid much 
emphasis on the participation of both official and unofficial institutions in the 
progress of scientific knowledge. The Virginian agronomist Thomas Ewell, for 
exampleZDVKDUGO\DORQHLQDUJXLQJWKDWDVZHOODVEHLQJ³JHQHUDOO\DGGUHVVHGWRWKH
FRPSUHKHQVLRQ RI SURIHVVLRQDO DQG OHDUQHG PHQ´ information about natural 
philosophy VKRXOGDOVREHDYDLODEOHWR³WKRVHRIWKHKXPEOHZDONVRIOLIHIRUZKRVH
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use this science might be made most essentially to contribute, by [them] adapting it to 
WKHLUFDSDFLWLHV´128 The American critics of aviation, for their part, often accepted the 
beneficial potential of this democratic premiss. But, they added, in the case of 
ballooning this principle of inclusive participation had teetered over into a slew of 
trivial diversions that actually hindered the diffusion of knowledge. 
 
Significantly, scholars such as Brooke Hindle, John C. Greene, and James 
Delbourgo have all suggested the great importance which individuals such as 
Franklin, and organizations such as the American Philosophical Society, attached to 
positioning scientific knowledge at the heart of American culture.129 Through 
emphasizing the value of readily reproducible experiments, and embracing a 
discursive style which prioritized functional implementation and simple formulas, 
these apostles of American science intended to promote that spread of information 
deemed vital to a republican community. But while these attempts to engage with the 
public were sometimes not as effective as their champions might have wished, the 
course of ballooning in the late eighteenth century strikes an altogether more 
dissonant chord. It suggests that occasionally what could be most disappointing about 
these efforts to disseminate empirical knowledge was the remarkable degree to which 
they fulfilled their aim. The ideal of an American Enlightenment, in this respect, 
depended less on the active promotion of public interest in science and more on the 
careful supervision of this curiosity. Commentators who questioned the merits of 
ballooning often did so not only because they had doubts about its technical viability 
or practical usefulness, but because they felt it was garnering too much interest from 
too many ordinary people. 
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Perhaps inevitably, the principle of devolving expertise to the masses, which 
was so central to American science in the late eighteenth century, could not escape 
accusations of collusion with that putative corruption of post-Revolutionary culture 
which, for some critics, reached its awful apotheosis in the senseless triviality of 
³EDOORRQPDGQHVV´ Seen from this perspective, 6DPXHO0LOOHU¶Vclaim that, through 
WKHGLIIXVLRQRINQRZOHGJH³YDULRXVGHSDUWPHQWVRIOHDUQLQJKDYHEHHQSXUJHd of the 
GUHJV DQG UHVFXHG IURP WKH UXEELVK ZLWK ZKLFK « IRUPHU DJHV KDG HQFXPEHUHG
WKHP´ is, to some extent, VLPSO\ WKH RSWLPLVWLF FRXQWHUSDUW WR 'DYLG 'DJJHWW¶V
FRPSODLQW WKDW ³WKH PRGHUQ /LWHUDWL DUH DWWHPSWLQJ WR H[WUDFW VXQ-beams from 
Cucumbers ± to travel without exertion ± to reap without sowing ± to educate children 
to perfection ± to introduce a new order of things as it respects morals and politics «
DQGWRHVWDEOLVK>D@VWUDQJHVSHFLHVRIFUHGXOLW\´130 Indeed, for the Federalists at least, 
these ostensibly antithetical narratives were actually more like the reciprocal 
manifestations of a consumer-driven modernity, within which the democratization of 
knowledge could never be securely shielded from a more ruthless and irresponsible 
vision of social progress rooted in unchecked ignorance. ³7R GLIIXVH DQG HVWDEOLVK
among us that useful knowledge, and those habits, ... which are eminently the basis 
DQGVRXORIDUHSXEOLF«LVDPRQJWKHILUVWRIKXPDQULJKWVDQGHQMR\PHQWV%XWWKLV
liberty may be as effectually destroyed by its own excesses or abuse, as by exterior 
RSSUHVVLRQ´ 'DYLG 7DSSDQ ZDUQHG LQ 131 And similarly, a few years earlier, 
John Adams had noted RIWKHLGHDWKDW³WKHZRUOGJURZVPRUHHQOLJKWHQHG´: 
Some truth there is in it; and if the opportunity were temperately improved, to 
the reformation of abuses, the rectification of errors, and the dissipation of 
pernicious prejudices, a great advantage it might be. But, on the other hand, 
false inferences may be drawn from it, which may make mankind wish for the 
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age of dragons, giants, and fairies. If all decorum, discipline, and subordination 
are to be destroyed, and universal Pyrrhonism, anarchy, and insecurity of 
property are to be introduced, nations will soon wish their books in ashes.132 
,PSRUWDQWO\'DYLG-DIIHH¶Vrecent analysis of the process of ³9LOODJH(QOLJKWHQPHQW´ 
which shaped the construction and distribution of public information in the late 
eighteenth century points toward the crucial role which ordinary citizens played in the 
instrumentalization of scientific learning.133 But this post-Beardian insistence on the 
proletarian dimension of cultural production needs to be qualified by a corresponding 
emphasis on the extent to which salient scientific enterprises were perceived to be 
vulnerable to degradation by provincial pedlers and impresarios. 
 
This contiguity between enlightenment and vulgarity (with each term serving 
as a sort of signifier for larger models of social development or decay) gave rise to 
discontents which were then further magnified by anxieties about the deterioration of 
³the people´ DV D coherent category through which specific strains of intelligence 
could be disseminated. The people, as far as they could continue to be identified at all, 
had not only begun to imitate the manners of the well-born, they had also fragmented 
into interconnected but distinct classes whose behavior and ambitions were not 
readily consolidated. $V5LFKDUG/%XVKPDQKDVSXWLW³7KHOLQHWKDWRQFHGLYLGHG
gentry from the rest of society now dropped to a lower level and separated the middle 
FODVV IURPZRUNHUVDQGPDUJLQDOSHRSOH«*HQWHHOFXOWXUHEHFDPHDQ LQGHSHQGHQW
YDULDEOHFXWWLQJDFURVVVRFLHW\DQGOHDGLQJ«WRWKHFRQIXVLRQDERXWFODVV WKDWKDV
long been characteristic of AmeriFDQ VRFLHW\´134 Ballooning, by blurring the 
distinction between enlightenment and vulgarization, and by HQJDJLQJ³WKHDWWHQWLRQ
DQG DGPLUDWLRQ RI DOO RUGHUV RI SHRSOH´ WKHQ XQGHUOLQHG WKH VHULRXV FKDOOHQJHV WKDW
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accompanied any effort to turn science into a publicly certified endeavor.135 The 
problem is not so much that it was difficult to popularize science, and more that this 
enterprise was only rarely immune from the threat of a more degraded popularity 
whose riotous frivolity bore no relation to the standard of gentility, irrespective of the 
extent to which that standard was being rewritten to suit the demands of a burgeoning 
middle class. Jean-Pierre Blanchard may have taken care to stress that those who 
turned out to see him in Philadelphia were the ³HQOLJKWHQHG FLWL]HQV RI WKLV
PHWURSROLV´ EXW the more critical accounts of the press indicate that %ODQFKDUG¶s 
emphasis on the decorousness of his public might best be understood as a tactical 
effort to mute widely shared concerns about the fragility of the boundary between 
cultural edification and mere entertainment.136 Reporting on an aerial excursion by 
RQH 0RQVLHXU /H &KDW -RVHSK 'HQQLH IRU H[DPSOH GLUHFWO\ FRPSDUHG ³D
Pennsylvania mob´WR³WKH/RQGRQPREZKRKDYH«UXQJDSLQJDIWHUWKLVPDGFDS
and have given him all the pence they could rake, or they could steal, to see his 
IOLPV\ WLIIDQ\ JOREH RI LQIODWLRQ´ )RU 'HQQLH ZKR ZDV GHGLFDWHG WR GHIHQGLQJ
)HGHUDOLVWYDOXHVDJDLQVWWKHHQFURDFKPHQWRIPDVVGHPRFUDF\/H&KDW¶V³DGYHQWXUH
into the uppHUUHJLRQV´OLNH³WKHYDLQIOLJKWVRI%ODQFKDUG´VPDFNHGQRWRIVFLHQWLILF
SURJUHVV EXW RI WKH SXEOLF¶V ³DVLQLQH VWXSLGLW\´ DQG ³VKHHSLVK LQFOLQDWLRQ WR WKURQJ
WRJHWKHU´137 
 
Given the judgments of their critics, in other words, it is hardly surprising that 
balloonists like Blanchard were careful to leaven their appeal to the cruder instincts of 
the public with assurances of sober intent, with references to respectable thinkers such 
as Joseph Priestley and Antoine Lavoisier, and with reminders that aerial displays 
were in fact a very effective way of disseminating knowledge. Eighteenth-century 
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aeronauts, even at their most exploitative and uncouth, positioned themselves as the 
successful culmination rather than the parodic inverse of attempts to install science as 
a part of civic life. Responding to Benjamin Franklin a week after he reprimanded the 
(QJOLVK IRU WKHLUQHJOHFWRIEDOORRQLQJ6LU -RVHSK%DQNVQRWHG WKDW ³, ODXJKWZKHQ
Balloons of scarce more importance than Soap bubbles occupied the attention of 
France but when men Can with safety pass and do pass more than 5 miles in the first 
Experiment I [will] begin to fancy that I espy the hand of the Master in the Education 
RI WKH LQIDQW RI .QRZOHGJH´138 %DQNV¶ WHQWDWLYH DFNQRZOHGJPHQW RI the practical 
potential for ballooning, however, only serves to highlight the serious obstacles which 
confronted those who tried to stimulate scientific learning at the same time as trying 
to insulate it from more contentious cultural trends. For the relationship between the 
domain of science and the realm of the market was typified more by rhetorical and 
organizational intersection than by any safe mode of antithesis. 
 
Perhaps the simplest way to manage the implications of this conflation of 
legitimate science and idle fashion was to peremptorily repudiate ballooning as an 
intellectual delusion which had nothing in common with the high-minded ambition of 
those who had pioneered natural philosophy in the seventeenth century. In this 
respect, ballooning not only provided its detractors with a symbol for the defilement 
of useful knowledge by the public, it could also serve as a symbol for those activities 
and values which were deemed to be wholly unscientific. $SRHPFDOOHG³7KH/XQDU
7UDYHOOHUV´ for example, published in The South-Carolina Weekly Gazette in 
November 1785, insisted that:  
Could Bacon, Boyle, or mighty Newton see,  
Such wretched spawn of new philosophy,  
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Mere children, of their air blown bubbles proud,  
No aim but to delight the gaping crowd;  
Such mere men-monkies, in mortal shape,  
µ7KH\¶GYLHZWKHVHKHURHVDVZHYLHZWKHDSH¶139 
And similarly, in Sun-Beams May be Extracted from Cucumbers, David Daggett also 
DWWDFNHG WKRVH³VSHFXODWLVWV´ZKRKDG³PRXQWHG LQEDOORRQV´ for their perversion of 
scientific tradition. Not content with exploiting the ³XWWHU DVWRQLVKPHQW DQG
mortification of those poor illiterate wretches who were doomed to tug and sweat on 
the earth,´ balloonists, he argues, have deified modernity and in the process set 
themselves up as the paragons of genuine knowledge ³The credulity of the present 
DJHKDVEHFRPHWUXO\DVWRQLVKLQJ«,WLVEHOLHYHGWKDW«%DFRQ1HZWRQDQG/RFNH
and all who lived and died prior to the commencement of the French Revolution, were 
HLWKHU IRROV RU VODYHV´140 The central problem with ballooning, for many, was its 
apparently inescapable vulnerability to manipulation and debasement. Thus, rather 
than trying to quarantine human flight from the trivializing tendencies of the public, it 
could seem safer to exclude ballooning from the domain of science altogether. The 
two texts I have just quoted may look like frantic overreactions, but to eighteenth-
century thinkers the issue was a grave one, not least because the diverse forms of 
investigation coalescing under the disciplinary banner of science were commonly 
UHJDUGHGDVDFUXFLDOEDURPHWHURIWKHQDWLRQ¶VSROLWLFDOZHOOEHLQJ³7KHLQWURGXFWLRQ
and progress of freedom have generally attended the introduction and progress of 
letters and science´-RKQ*DUGLQHUGHFODUHGLQ³,QGHVSRWLFNJRYHUQPHQWVWKH
people are mostly illiterate, rude and uncivilized; but in states where CIVIL 
/,%(57< KDWK EHHQ FKHULVKHG « OHDUQLQJ DQG NQRZOHGJH KDYH SUHYDLOHG DQG WKH
DUWVDQGVFLHQFHVKDYHIORXULVKHG´141  
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The desire to expel ballooning from the category of the scientific represents a 
radical solution to the problem of epistemological instability which this new 
technology presented to its audience. But for those unwilling to abandon aerostation 
to the vagaries of fashion a series of pressing questions remained. :HUHEDOORRQV³D
VLJQDOWRDQLPDWHDPELWLRQ´RUwere they ³PHUHFKLOGLVKEDXEOHV´"Was the discovery 
of aviation an indication of intellectual advancement or mental debility? Was the 
public interest in aeronautics evidence of an appetite for knowledge or a hunger for 
distraction? Or was it ultimately the case that ballooning was all of these things 
simultaneously? Scientific exhibitionists and lecturers during the Enlightenment often 
argued that practical knowledge could originate from entertainment - that captivating 
spectacles were valuable as an initial, discrete stage in the process of refining an 
invention and educating the masses. $GYHUWLVLQJ WKH ³HQWHUWDLQLQJ DQG DVWRQLVKLQJ
:RQGHUV RI 1DWXUH´ WR EH VHHQ GXULQJ KLV Gemonstrations of electricity, Ebenezer 
Kinnersley, for example, argued that such public exposure to science ³WHQGVWRHQODUJH
WKHKXPDQ0LQGDQGJLYHXVPRUHQREOHPRUHJUDQGDQGH[DOWHG,GHDV«DQGLIZHOO
SXUVX¶GVHOGRPIDLOVSURGXFLQJVRPHWKLQJuseful to Man´142 And, in the same vein, 
:LOOLDP +RRSHU¶V Rational Recreations (1782-83) notes of the easily reproducible 
experiments collected in its pages that ³WKHUHDGHUZLOO UHDGLO\GLVFRYHUDW WKHVDPH
time he admires the phenomena, the source from whence they proceed, and learn, that 
far from being marvellous or incomprehensible, they are the regular and necessary 
efIHFWV RI WKH ODZV RI QDWXUH´143 For numerous critics in the post-Revolutionary 
period, however, ballooning manifested the propensity of an increasingly market-
driven culture to obscure or eliminate the distinctions between pleasure and learning, 
upsetting their hierarchical relationship. An essay about ballooning published in the 
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Weekly Museum in June 1797, for instance, neatly pinpoints this confusion in its final 
line, which observes that: ³6XFK LV WKH GHSUDYLW\ RI WKH DJH VXFK WKH LQIOXHQFH RI
fashion, that Vice receives the homage due to Virtue; while Ridicule, become the test 
RI:LWDLPVKHUVXFFHVVIXOVKDIWDW0HULW´144 
 
The dilemma hinted at here, of course, is that if worthwhile knowledge could 
not be simply or cleanly extricated from intellectual iniquity, then it became hard to 
decide on what grounds any scientific undertaking could be regarded as admirable. 
How, amongst the change and disorder of a rapidly democratizing society, did one 
GHWDFK³D VLJQDO WR DQLPDWHDPELWLRQ´ IURP³PHUHFKLOGLVKEDXEOHV´" The author of 
the article in the Weekly Museum was perceptive in acknowledging the challenges 
present in preserving the line between ostensibly separate principles, but he was not 
the only writer to recognize WKH DQ[LHW\ FDXVHG E\ DHURVWDWLRQ¶V EOXUULQJ RI
boundaries. Facing the pervasive encroachment of witness accounts and hoaxes into 
the description of human flight, the practitioners of aerostation often sought to 
legitimize their own reports by appealing to particular forms of scientific authority, on 
both an institutional and a rhetorical level. John Jeffries, for example, notes that his 
Narrative of the Two Aerial Voyages with Mons. Blanchard was delayed in order to 
be put before the Royal Society, ³WKDW [it] might afterwards be ushered into the world 
under the sanction of those distinguished Judges and Patrons of Philosophical 
'LVFRYHULHV DQG ([SHULPHQWV´ And similarly, the table of figures which Jeffries 
SODFHV DW WKH VWDUW RI WKH ERRN VKRZLQJ WKH ³VWDWH RI WKH 7KHUPRPHWHU %DURPHWHU
Hydrometer, and Electrometer, at the time of Ascension; with the several changes 
GXULQJRXU ILUVW YR\DJH´ LV DOVR LQWHQGHG WR LPSOLFLWO\YDOLGDWH WKH reliability of his 
observations.145 Such indications of objectivity were complicated, however, by the 
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fact that the epistemological assumptions governing natural philosophy were in flux at 
this time. As Jessica Riskin has pointed out, before disciplinary formation led to the 
consolidation of modern scientific techniques LQ WKH QLQHWHHQWK FHQWXU\ ³HPSLULFDO
knowledge was not a matter of impassive adherence to the hard facts of sensory 
H[SHULHQFHEXWUDWKHURQHRIVHQVLELOLW\´146 It was assumed, in other words, that the 
natural realm could not be detached from the inner self, and that the sentiments which 
this realm prompted were an important way of understanding it. Accordingly then, 
Jeffries TXLWHUHDGLO\PHQWLRQV³P\VHQVDWLRQVDULVLQJIURPWKHPLQJOHGpassions of 
MR\DQGH[XOWDWLRQ´RU³DFHUWDLQkind of stillness «that could be felt´DVDPHDQVRI
reinforcing the highly detailed enumeration of temperature or height which appears 
elsewhere in his report.147 Yet, even as Jeffries was writing, the excessive forms of 
emotional subjectivity which were seen to be induced by practices such as ballooning 
and mesmerism were leading many to question this sentimental empiricism. To quote 
Stuart Walter Strickland, during the late eighteenth century experimentalists were 
EHFRPLQJHYHUPRUHDZDUHRI³WKHGLIILFXOWLHVDQWLFLSDWHGDQGHQFRXQWHUHGLQWU\LQJWR
convey knowledge rooted in a particular body to a scientific community that was, for 
ideological reasons of its own, coming increasingly to esteem general over particular 
WUXWKV´148 Thus, while Jeffries himself may still deploy a degree of intuitive evidence, 
his apology ³IRU KDYLQJ SUHVXPHG ZLWK WKH OLWWOH NQRZOHGJH , KDYH LQ VXFK
researches) to hint at any opinions or remarks of my own´ gestures toward the 
tensions beginning to emerge DV D UHVXOW RI WKH (QOLJKWHQPHQW¶V DPELJXRXV
procedures.149 
 
Given that the problem of epistemological blur affected those who were 
actually carrying out balloon flights, it is then hardly surprising that the critics of 
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aerostation so readily latched on to the intellectual ambiguities surrounding it. 
Comparing the ³IORDWLQJ EXEEOHV´ blown through a pipe WR WKH ³VLONHQ EDOO´ RI
Montgolfier, a poet in the Federal Observer, for example, found it telling that ³VR
near approach / The spoUWV RI FKLOGUHQ DQG WKH WRLOV RI PHQ´150 And as Tom D. 
Crouch has pointed out, John Adams¶UHDFWLRQWR ballooning was marked by a similar 
mixture of delight and derision.151 Like many of his contemporaries, Adams eagerly 
sought out information about ballooning at the same time as casting a suspicious eye 
on the whole enterprise. He earnestly expressed the hope that someone would send 
Jean-3LHUUH %ODQFKDUG ³EDFN WR (XURSH,´ and was generally uninterested in the 
advancement of science, but this did not stop him from speculating at length about 
H[SHULPHQWV ZLWK VRDS EXEEOHV DQG K\GURJHQ GHVLJQHG WR SURGXFH ³D VHULHV RI
%DOORRQVDHURVWDWLTXHVZKLFKZRXOGDVFHQGOLNHWKRVHRI0RQWJROILHU´152 Few texts 
then illustrate this equiYRFDWLRQ PRUH FOHDUO\ WKDQ WKH ³Extract of a Letter from 
/RQGRQ´ which was published in the South-Carolina Weekly Gazette in February 
1785. Written shortly after the Italian aeronaunt Vincent Lunardi carried out the first 
manned flight in EnglandWKHOHWWHUVWDUWVE\EHPRDQLQJ³KRZJUHDW and prevalent the 
EDOORRQPDGQHVV LV LQ WKLV LQIDWXDWHGFRXQWU\´/LNH John Adams, the author of this 
missive at first appears inclined to reject ballooning as an imported folly, intended to 
delude and distract the public³<RXZLOOEHDVWRQLVKHGWREHWROGWKDW«WKHORYHRI
novelty and fondness for bubbles, should influence every class of people to that 
ridiculous degree, as to cause a temporary depopulation whenever a balloon is to be 
ODXQFKHG´ he notes. ³)URP WKH VWDWHVPDQ « WR WKH VKRH EODFN DOO OHave their 
RFFXSDWLRQV KRZHYHU QHFHVVDU\ RU LPSRUWDQW WR JD]H DW WKH ZRQGHU RI D PRPHQW´
But, the correspondent of the Weekly Gazette too, is unable to resist the widespread 
fascination with aerial experiments that followed in the wake of the Montgolfiers. As 
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he adds a few lines later: ³<RX ZLOO LPDJLQH QR GRXEW IURP WKH VW\OH RI P\
description, that I was the only man exempt from the raging folly; not so, I assure 
you, for I mingled with the throng, and gazed with as much astonishment and as wide 
a moutK DV DQ\ RI WKH PLOOLRQ WKDW VXUURXQGHG PH´ Swept up in the excitement of 
personally witnessing an ascension, the soberly rational correspondent ultimately 
finds himself implicated in the fashionable preoccupations he wished to distance 
himself from. Thus it is unsurprising that he abruptly ends his letter by trying to cast a 
veil over his infatuation, stating that: ³,ZLOOVD\QRPRUHWR\RXRQWKLVVXEMHFWIRU
IHDU\RXVHWPHGRZQDVEHLQJPDQ\GHJUHHVPDGGHUWKDQ,DOORZP\VHOIWREH´153 
 
 In fact, in an age when, as the Continental Journal put it, ³IDVKLRQFKDQJHVVR
IDVWLWLVDOPRVWLPSRVVLEOHWRNHHSSDFHZLWKLW´the desire for restraint on the subject 
of ballooning expressed in the pages of the Weekly Gazette was soon realized.154 
Balloons remained a source of public entertainment long into the nineteenth century, 
making regular appearances during 4th of July celebrations and county fairs, but by 
WKHHQGRI7KRPDV-HIIHUVRQ¶VILUVWWHUPDV3UHVLGHQWWKH\KDGORVWWKHLUQRYHOW\YDOXH
and the treatment of them in the press had consequently become less impassioned.155 
Tellingly, the always astute Jean-Pierre Blanchard, no longer able to turn a profit on 
his ascensions, had already quit the scene by 1797, returning to France, where he 
continued flying until his death in 1809.156 Meanwhile, these changes in the popular 
attitude toward ballooning were compounded by parallel changes in the intellectual 
attitude toward ballooning, both of which served to finally expel the activity from the 
domain of science. On the one hand, the continuing failure of balloonists to master 
navigation and to make practical use of their technology led utilitarian philosophers to 
at last dismiss human flight as unproductive. On the other hand, the continuing 
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association of ballooning with civic amusement led theoretical scientists to distance 
themselves from human flight as crudely populist. Indeed, ballooning seems to have 
played an important rhetorical role in encouraging nineteenth-century thinkers to 
move away from the publicly-oriented experimentation of the Enlightenment toward 
the principles of pure science. Benjamin Franklin may now be perceived as a 
utilitarian at heart but his famous riposte to those who questioned the value of the 
0RQWJROILHUV¶EDOORRQ± ³:KDWXVHLVDQHZERUQEDE\"´ ± was repeatedly borrowed 
by scientists like Michael Faraday to defend their speculative investigations into the 
natural world.157 Perhaps the most visible legacy of the post-5HYROXWLRQDU\SHULRG¶V
³EDOORRQ0DGQHVV´KRZHYHUOLHV in the symbolic value it bequeathed to the object at 
its centre. Washington Irving, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Edgar Allan Poe, Mark Twain, 
Henry James and many others in the nineteenth century turned to the balloon as a 
metaphor for intellectual delusion and social upheaval. In this respect, maybe the last 
word can then be left to James, whose use of the metaphor not only suggests its 
persistence in American culture, but also captures something of the epistemological 
anxiety which had attended the invention of aerostation D FHQWXU\ HDUOLHU ³7KH
EDOORRQRIH[SHULHQFH´-DPHVZURWHLQ his preface to The American (1907)³LVLQIDFW
of course tied to the earth, and under that necessity we swing, thanks to a rope of 
remarkable length, in the more or less commodious car of the imagination; but it is by 
the rope we know where we are, and from the moment that cable is cut we are at large 
DQGXQUHODWHG´158 
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FOOTNOTES: 
 
1. Air Balloon (New York, June 10, 1789). Joseph Deeker, also known as Joseph 
Decker, remains a rather mysterious figure, but the broad contours of his career can be 
traced through the press, beginning with the assistance he lent to Jean-Pierre 
Blanchard in crossing the Channel by balloon and his first attempts at an ascension in 
England, through to his death by drowning while returning home in 1790. See 
³/RQGRQ -DQXDU\ ´ Maryland Journal, March 29, 1785; [Joseph Deeker], The 
Royal Balloon 1RUZLFK (QJODQG   ³([WUDFW RI D /HWWHU IURP 1RUZLFK´
Maryland Journal $XJXVW   >-RVHSK 'HHNHU@ ³$LU %DOORRQ´ Daily 
Advertiser-XQH³0U'HHNHU¶V%DOORRQ´Daily Advertiser, August 8, 1789; 
³1HZ-<RUN6HSWHPEHU´Connecticut Journal6HSWHPEHU³1HZ-York, 
)HEUXDU\´New-York Packet, February 18, 1790. 
 
³7RWKH$LU-Balloon MakeU´)UHHPDQ¶V-RXUQDO, July 29, 1789.  
 
³%DOWLPRUH-XQH´Salem Gazette, July 20, 1784. 
 
4. Jonathan Williams, Jr., Letter to Benjamin Franklin, May 4, 1785, 
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